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Florida’s Department of Transportation requires design storm surge hydrographs for 
coastal waters surrounding tidal inlets along the coast of Florida.  These hydrographs are 
used as open ocean boundary conditions for local bridge scour models.  At present, very 
little information is available on the effect that tidal inlets have on these open coast storm 
surge hydrographs.  Furthermore, current modeling practice enforces a single design 
hydrograph along the open coast boundary for bridge scour models.  This thesis expands 
on these concepts and provides a more fundamental understanding on both of these 
modeling areas. 
 
A numerical parameter study is undertaken to elucidate the influence of tidal inlets on 
open coast storm surge hydrographs.  Four different inlet-bay configurations are 
developed based on a statistical analysis of existing tidal inlets along the Florida coast.  
The length and depth of the inlet are held constant in each configuration, but the widths 
are modified to include the following four inlet profiles: 1) average Florida inlet width; 2) 
100 meter inlet width; 3) 500 meter inlet width; and 4) 1000 meter inlet width.  In 
addition, two unique continental shelf profiles are used to design the ocean bathymetry in 
the model domains: a bathymetry profile consistent with the west/northeast coast of 
Florida (wide continental shelf width), and a bathymetry profile similar to the southeast 
coast of Florida (narrow continental shelf width).  The four inlet-bay configurations are 
paired with each of the bathymetry profiles to arrive at eight model domains employed in 
 iii
this study.  Results from these domains are compared to control cases that do not include 
any inlet-bay system in the computational domain. 
 
The ADCIRC-2DDI numerical code is used to obtain water surface elevations for all 
studies performed herein.  The code is driven by astronomic tides at the open ocean 
boundary, and wind velocities and atmospheric pressure profiles over the surface of the 
computational domains.  Model results clearly indicate that the four inlet-bay 
configurations do not have a significant impact on the open coast storm surge 
hydrographs.  Furthermore, a spatial variance amongst the storm surge hydrographs is 
recognized for open coast boundary locations extending seaward from the mouth of the 
inlet.  The results and conclusions presented herein have implications toward future 
bridge scour modeling efforts. 
 
In addition, a hindcast study of Hurricane Ivan in the vicinity of Escambia Bay along the 
Panhandle of Florida is performed to assess the findings of the numerical parameter study 
in a real-life scenario.  Initially, emphasis is placed on domain scale by comparing model 
results with historical data for three computational domains: an ocean-based domain, a 
shelf-based domain, and an inlet-based domain.  Results indicate that the ocean-based 
domain favorably simulates storm surge levels within the bay compared to the other 
model domains.  Furthermore, the main conclusions from the numerical parameter study 
are verified in the hindcast study: 1) the Pensacola Pass-Escambia Bay system has a 
minimal effect on the open coast storm surge hydrographs; and 2) the open coast 
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Florida’s Department of Transportation (FDOT) is responsible for designing, 
constructing, and maintaining most roadways in the State of Florida.  In coastal areas, 
where the majority of the state’s population resides, this responsibility extends to the 
development of bridges to ensure safe travel over intracoastal waterways.  The design of 
these bridges is governed by a number of factors: wind, moving (vehicular), and hydro-
dynamic loads, to name a few.  In particular, the coastal circulation patterns are important 
in determining the amount of scour that may occur during extreme flow events (e.g. 
hurricane storm surge).  At present, the FDOT employs local, three-dimensional models 
to estimate both horizontal and vertical circulation patterns, and thus bridge scour, in the 
vicinity of coastal bridges.  Typically, these models encompass the bay system where the 
bridge is located and extend seaward to shallow ocean regions beyond tidal inlets. 
 
1.1 Florida’s Tidal Inlets 
 
Tidal inlets are typically defined by a narrow channel passing between two barrier islands 
that connects the ocean to a bay.  The function of tidal inlets serves to provide a means of 
access between the ocean and bay for both commercial and recreational vessels (U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, 2002).  These inlets can be naturally occurring or man-made, 
and may have one or two jetties associated with them.  The hydrodynamic conditions can 
vary greatly between adjacent tidal inlets depending on morphologic conditions, dredging 
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programs, and circulation patterns.  These conditions can range from a simple ebb-and-
flood tidal system to a complex inlet-bay system where the tide, wind stress, wind waves, 
and freshwater inflow all provide a significant forcing on the system. 
 
The Florida coast consists of 74 tidal inlets, 26 on the east coast and 48 on the west coast 
(Carr de Betts, 1999).  The hydrodynamic conditions of each of these inlets are typically 
defined by the following parameters: depth at the throat of the inlet, width at the throat of 
the inlet, cross-sectional area, spring tidal range, length of the inlet, and tidal prism.  The 
variability of these parameters is quite recognizable and is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 2. 
 
1.1.1 Pensacola Pass, Florida 
 
Pensacola Pass is a relatively large tidal inlet located in the westernmost portion of the 
State of Florida near Pensacola, Florida.  The Pass connects the Gulf of Mexico to the 
Pensacola Bay and Escambia Bay (Figure 1.1), and is bordered on the east by Santa Rosa 
Island and on the west by Perdido Key.  The Pass is regularly dredged to a depth of 15 
meters to allow for aircraft carriers to dock at the Pensacola Naval Air Station (Browder 





Figure 1-1: Study location (DeBusk et al., 2002). 
 
 
1.2 Hurricane Ivan 
 
Hurricane Ivan was one of four devastating hurricanes that struck the Florida coast in 
2004, along with Hurricanes Charley, Frances, and Jeanne.  The damage caused by Ivan 
was estimated to be $14.2 billion, ranking among the costliest hurricanes to ever impact 
the United States (see Table 1.1).  Damage in Florida alone totaled more than $4 billion, 
with an estimated $900 million in damage to the Pensacola Naval Air Station.  The death 





Table 1-1:  Costliest U.S. Hurricanes, 1900-2000 (Jarrell et al., 2001) 
 
Rank1 Year Name Location Cat.2 Damage3 ($)
1 1992 Andrew FL, LA 5 34,954,825,000
2 1989 Hugo SC 4 9,739,820,675
3 1972 Agnes FL, NE U.S. 1 8,602,500,000
4 1965 Betsy FL, LA 3 8,516,866,023
5 1969 Camille MS, LA, VA 5 6,992,441,549
6 1955 Diane NE U.S. 1 5,540,676,187
7 1979 Frederic AL, MS 3 4,965,327,332
8 1999 Floyd Mid-Atlantic and NE U.S. 2 4,666,817,360
9 1938 Unnamed4 New England 3 4,748,580,000
10 1996 Fran NC 3 3,670,400,000
 
1.  Ranking only includes hurricanes before year 2000, and does not include hurricanes after year 2000.  In 
some instances, such as Hurricane Ivan, the exact damage total has not been adjusted to monetary 
year 2000.  However, it is evident that Hurricane Ivan ranks in the top 5 costliest hurricanes to impact 
the United States. 
2.  Category refers to the Saffir / Simpson Hurricane Scale that is used by the National Hurricane Center to 
identify strength of tropical cyclones. 
3.  Damages are reported in U.S. dollars and are adjusted for inflation to monetary year 2000. 
4.  Storm occurred before the tropical cyclone naming convention was started. 
 
Ivan started as a tropical depression off the west coast of Africa on August 31, 2004.  It 
then meandered its way through the Caribbean Sea, reaching hurricane strength on 
September 5 (see Figure 1.2).  Ivan then experienced several strengthening and 
weakening periods, reaching Category 5 (Saffir / Simpson scale) status three times.  The 
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storm continued northward through the Gulf of Mexico before making landfall on 
September 16, 2004 near Gulf Shores, Alabama as a Category 3 hurricane. 
 
 




The maximum sustained winds at landfall reached 210 km/h, with the most intense winds 
located in the northeast quadrant of the storm.  The greatest storm surge occurred along 
the coast of eastern Alabama and western Florida, with peak surge reaching 3-4 meters 
along the Panhandle of Florida.  In the Escambia Bay region, the storm surge and wind 
waves were great enough to topple portions of the Interstate 10 Bridge, causing a 400 
meter section of the roadway to collapse into the bay. 
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1.3 Research Objective 
 
The unprecedented destruction that Hurricane Ivan delivered to the Escambia Bay region, 
in particular the Interstate 10 Bridge that passes over the bay highlights the importance of 
developing better design conditions for coastal structures (i.e. bridges).  Recent 
developments in hydrodynamic modeling have made possible the coupling of storm surge 
models with wind-wave models to better elucidate the circulation patterns caused by 
hurricane storm events.  To this end, the Florida Department of Transportation has 
commissioned a pilot study to determine appropriate design hurricane storm surge 
hydrographs along the coast of Florida.  These open coast storm surge hydrographs will 
be generated by a large-scale ocean circulation model (ADCIRC) and used as ocean 
boundary conditions for near-shore, high resolution models that include the inlet and bay 
system.  These local, three-dimensional models will use the boundary conditions to better 
compute the horizontal and vertical flow patterns within the bay system for prediction of 
bridge scour.  In the future, it is hoped that by generating these open coast storm surge 
hydrographs, a more accurate depiction of the effect of storm surge on bridge scour can 
be formulated. 
 
Two issues arise when generating these open coast boundary conditions.  First, the detail 
of the coastline resolution becomes an issue.  The Florida coast is abundant with tidal 
inlets that allow for water to continuously circulate through embayment systems.  This 
hydraulic connection provides a conduit for storm surge to enter the bay system during a 
hurricane event.  Incorporating all of the inlet and bay systems along the Florida coast 
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into the model domain is an arduous task at best and it significantly increases the 
computational nodes included in the model.  Therefore, it is necessary to elucidate the 
effect, if any, that tidal inlets have on the open coast storm surge hydrographs.  In order 
to accomplish this, a numerical parameter study is performed by employing various 
idealized inlet and continental shelf profiles that are representative of Florida tidal inlets.  
Each idealized inlet mesh is forced with a synthetic wind field and pressure profile that is 
representative of Hurricane Ivan and the results of each simulation are compared to one 
another.  By doing this, coastal modelers will be able to determine which inlets need to be 
included in the coastal circulation model, such that accurate open coast storm surge 
hydrographs can be generated. 
 
Second, the domain size of the coastal model needs to be determined.  Previous research 
has shown that a large, ocean-based domain is ideal for simulating hurricane storm surge 
(Blain et al., 1994a).  However, a computational domain this size may include upwards of 
300,000 nodal points which can be computationally intensive on a personal computer.  
Furthermore, a shelf-based model has also proven to be adequate in reproducing 
hurricane flow conditions (Dietsche et al., 2004b).  The current study extends this 
analysis to include an inlet-based mesh that is much smaller compared to the ocean-based 
mesh and the shelf-based mesh.  This thesis compares the results of all three finite 
element meshes by performing a storm surge hindcast of Hurricane Ivan in the vicinity of 
the Escambia Bay and Pensacola Pass.  In all cases, model results are compared to 




Chapter 2 continues with a review of tidal inlets and the hydrodynamic characteristics 
associated with them.  In Chapter 3, the literature review, an overview is presented of 
previous inlet modeling efforts, which includes both long-wave and short-wave studies.  
The numerical codes used in this study (coastal circulation model and wind model) are 
presented in Chapter 4, and the model domains and study area are presented in Chapter 5.  
Chapter 6 presents the simulation parameters used in this thesis, with a convergence 
study and sensitivity analysis detailed in Chapter 7.  The results are presented in Chapter 








The role of tidal inlets in coastal communities serves both natural and recreational 
purposes.  Inlets allow for the continuous circulation of water between the bay-estuarine 
system (also called sounds or lagoons) and the coastal ocean, whereby pollutants, 
sediments, and nutrients are transported to maintain reasonable salinity levels and good 
water quality within the bay [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 2002].  
Furthermore, fish, larvae, and other sea life often depend on inlets as a conduit into the 
estuary for migration and spawning purposes (Luettich et al., 1999; Churchill et al., 
1999a; and Churchill et al., 1999b). 
 
For design considerations, the morphologic and hydrodynamic conditions present at an 
inlet are typically of great interest to engineers.  These conditions can be a simple ebb-
and-flood tidal system, where the majority of the stress applied to the system is caused by 
tidal forcings at the mouth of the inlet.  Or, it can be a much more complex system with 
tides, wind stress, wind waves and freshwater influx all contributing significant forcing 
effects on the system (USACE, 2002).  These factors can play an important role in 
determining the amount of sediment transport through an inlet, which is a practical 




2.2 Hydrodynamic Conditions 
 
Usually, tidal inlets are characterized by a narrow channel that passes between two 
barrier islands.  Assuming the inlet doesn’t close, the general configuration shown in 
Figure 2-1 holds true over time, but the quantitative values associated with the 
hydrodynamic characteristics can vary greatly (Bruun, 1991).  More complicated inlet-
bay systems exist with multiple inlets present for the same bay or large freshwater 








In general, the dynamics of inlet flow are governed by a number of factors (Mehta and 
Ozsoy, 1978): 1) inlet and bay geometry, 2) ocean tide characteristics, 3) bed roughness 
characteristics, 4) sediment movement, and 5) freshwater inflow.  While complex in 
nature, the immediate inlet region is better understood by applying simple hydraulic 
characteristics (see Figure 2-1).  The variables that typically define an inlet and bay 
system are as follows:  
 
1) Cross-sectional area ( CA ) below mean sea level (MSL), which includes width 
( B ) and depth ( d ) of the inlet; 
2) Bay surface area ( bA ), defined by the extent of the inlet’s influence through the 
bay; 
3) Length of inlet ( L ); 
4) Hydraulic radius; 
5) Friction factor, defined by the bed roughness coefficient and the entrance/exit loss 
coefficients; 
6) Tidal amplitude, both in the ocean ( 0a ) and in the bay ( ba ); 
7) Velocity through the inlet (V ). 
 
Naturally, inlets are created when the elevation in either the bay or the ocean is higher 
than in the other, and the water finds a weak point in the barrier island whereby it breaks 
through to the other side.  This breaching phenomenon typically occurs during an 
extreme flow event, e.g. hurricane storm surge or flooding overland flow, and usually 
results from one of the following: 1) the incoming surge inundates the barrier island, 
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causing erosion (or flushing) of low-lying areas, whereby a new channel is formed; or 2) 
the surge enters the bay through an existing inlet, but exits the bay via overland flow 
(breaching) after the hurricane has passed.   If the littoral drift in the vicinity of the newly 
created inlet is receptive to this change, then the inlet will continue to grow until it 
naturally stabilizes (Bruun, 1978).  Figure 2-2 shows this breaching phenomenon along 
Santa Rosa Island on the Panhandle of Florida as a result of storm surge from Hurricane 
Ivan.  Another example of this process is New Pass in Sarasota County on the west coast 
of Florida (Carr de Betts, 1999) that was created by a hurricane in 1848. 
 
 








In contrast, inlets can easily close due to the complex sedimentation and morphologic 
conditions present in the littoral zone (Bruun, 1991).   Inlets provide a break in the along 
shore circulation patterns, or littoral drift, which can cause complex sedimentation 
patterns to develop.  These sedimentation patterns can accumulate over time causing the 
inlet to close if a proper dredging program is not in place (a practical problem for most 
coastal engineering projects).  An example of this phenomenon is Big Hickory Pass in 
Lee County on the west coast of Florida, which has opened and closed several times due 
to the sedimentation and circulation patterns in the vicinity of the inlet (Carr de Betts, 
1999). 
 
The circulation and sedimentation patterns created by the configuration of the inlet often 
lead to scouring of the inlet channel.  The bed material that is scoured by tidal currents is 
either transported seaward, causing an ebb shoal, or transported landward, creating a 
flood shoal (Dean and Dalrymple, 2002).  This process may lead to navigational 
problems at the mouth of the inlet, whereby the shoaling process may create very shallow 
water depths making navigation difficult for vessels with a large draft (Bruun, 1991).  
Figure 2-3 shows an inlet with a shallow ebb shoal surrounding the inlet itself.  In this 
case, the ebb shoal was created by a strong ebb tidal current through the inlet which 
transported sediment from the inlet to the nearby coastal ocean.  In contrast, other inlets 









2.3 Effect on the Astronomic Tides 
 
The effect that tidal inlets have on the astronomic tide is well documented [see Speer et 
al., (1991) for an excellent review].  In simple terms, the inlet significantly damps the 
amplitude of the open ocean tidal range and produces a time lag in the peak amplitude 
present in the bay.  Keulegan (1967) provided a basic schematic (Figure 2-4) of this 
effect based on the following assumptions: 
 
• Bay walls are infinitely vertical; 
• No contributing streamflow is present; 
• Density currents are negligible; 
• Sinusoidal tidal fluctuations are present; 
• Water level in the bay rises uniformly; 









In addition to the damping effect, the inlet-bay system produces a distortional effect on 
the astronomic tides due to the nonlinear interaction of the offshore tide with the shallow 
estuary.  This effect results in the generation and growth of compound overtides from the 
principal astronomic constituents (Dronkers, 1964; Speer et al., 1991).  As an example, 
consider the case when 2M  is the principal astronomic constituent, as is the case for most 
of the Atlantic seaboard of the United States.  The nonlinear interaction that the inlet-bay 
system has on the principal constituent produces the 4M  constituent, which has a 
frequency exactly double that of the principal lunar constituent ( 2M ).  Consequently, 
much research has been undertaken to fully comprehend this nonlinear interaction, the 
result of which has lead to a classification scheme for inlet-bay systems based on the 4M  
to 2M  ratio (Speer et al., 1991). 
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2.4 Tidal Prism 
 
The tidal prism of an inlet refers to the amount (volume) of water that enters the bay 
during flood tide and exits the bay during ebb tide (USACE, 2002).  In some instances, 
these two events may not be equal, so the larger of the two values is assumed to be the 
tidal prism.  In a purely theoretical sense, the tidal prism (Ω ) can be calculated as 








where, ( )tQ  = the discharge through the inlet as a function of time, and FT  and ET  are 
the flood and ebb periods, respectively.  The problem with this approach is that an 
accurate calculation must be performed for the cross-sectional area and the velocity 
through the inlet.  This produces a two-headed problem as both the cross-sectional area 
and the horizontal velocity are very difficult to determine throughout the inlet.  The 
cross-sectional area is difficult due to the complex morphologic conditions present at the 
inlet, and the velocity is difficult due to the variability over the width of the inlet. 
 
In lieu of these problems, several simplifications have been developed to allow for an 
estimation of the tidal prism.  First, it is recognized that, in a physical sense, the tidal 





 bb Aa2=Ω  [2-2] 
 
where, ba  = the bay tide amplitude (one-half the bay tide range), and bA  = the bay 
surface area.  Further simplified, this expression relates the tidal prism to the bay surface 
area and the tidal range. 
 
Second, Keulegan (1967) provided an approximation for determining the tidal prism 




avgm ATVTQ ≡=Ω max  [2-3] 
 
where, maxQ = maximum discharge, T  = tide period, mV  = maximum cross-sectional 
velocity, and avgA  = average cross-sectional area.  Furthermore, Jarrett (1976) provides a 
more precise means for relating the maximum velocity in the center of the channel to the 
















avg  [2-4] 
 
where, avgV  = maximum velocity averaged over the entire cross-section, measV  = point 
measurement of maximum velocity, R  = hydraulic radius of cross-section, and D  = 
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depth of water at measuring location. avgV  can then be used in equation [2-3] to calculate 
the tidal prism. 
 
2.4.1 Tidal prism versus cross-sectional area 
 
Of major concern to coastal managers is the stability of the cross-sectional area of the 
inlet over time.  As noted by Dean and Dalrymple (2002) “A tidal inlet is stable if its 
cross-sectional area and planform location do not change significantly over the years”.  
This stability occurs when the scour due to tidal currents flowing through the inlet is 
offset by the sediment load transported into the inlet. Jarrett (1976) developed a criterion 
for inlet stability based on a statistical analysis of inlets on the United States coast.  This 
relationship relates the tidal prism to the cross-sectional area as follows: 
 
 95.051074.5 Ω×= −cA  [2-5] 
 
This relationship is of particular importance in this thesis, as it is used to relate the bay 
surface area to the inlet width during the finite element mesh generation process.  A more 






This chapter presents a literature review on three main topics: 1) storm surge modeling, 
both long-wave and short-wave modeling; 2) an overview of inlet circulation modeling, 
which includes morphologic and hydrodynamic processes; and 3) bridge scour modeling, 
with emphasis placed on boundary conditions that have been used in previous studies. 
 
3.1 Storm Surge Modeling 
 
3.1.1 Long-wave modeling 
 
Over the last several decades, much advancement has been made in modeling long-wave 
processes associated with hurricane storm surge (Bode and Hardy, 1997).  Traditionally, 
storm surge modeling has led to a conflict of domain scales necessary for proper 
representation of the hurricane and the coastline.  At one end of the spectrum, a model 
must properly resolve important coastal and bathymetric features; at the other, the 
domain should encompass the extent of the storm’s wind field (Harper and Sobey, 1983; 
Bode and Hardy, 1997).  Ideally, a model domain should accommodate both ends of the 
spectrum, but this is hardly a trivial process and often leads to a compromise between the 




Initially, research focused on developing proper open ocean boundary conditions for 
storm surge modeling.  At the time (early 1980s), computational power was extremely 
limited compared to today’s standards.  Thus, attention was given to developing accurate 
boundary conditions for limited scale models.  Harper and Sobey (1983) examined five 
methodologies for representing the open boundary conditions and recommended a 
Bathystrophic Storm Tide (BST) approximation to represent the influence of the storm 
outside of the domain’s limits.  Subramanian et al., (1989) examined the influence of 
open boundary conditions on storm surge modeling along the Indian coast and found that 
a zero surge condition along the open boundary was sufficient.  For both cases, the 
limited extent of the domain scale neglected important physical dynamics associated with 
the propagation of the storm surge over varying scales of ocean basins. 
 
In spite of early efforts expended on artificial open boundary conditions, the increase in 
computing power over the last couple of decades led to a focus on increasing domain 
sizes (Bode and Hardy, 1997; Blain et al., 1994a; Blain et al., 1998).  As a result, 
previous research has led to the development of state-of-the-art computer models that are 
capable of accurately simulating hurricane storm surge events.  Hagen (1998) and Hagen 
et al, (2000 and 2001) developed a localized truncation error analysis technique that 
efficiently places computational nodes throughout the model domain based on initial flow 
variable estimates.  By doing this, nodes are eliminated in areas that are of little 
importance to flow propagation and added in areas that are important (e.g. continental 
shelf break and edge of Blake’s Escarpment).  The result is a finite element mesh that 
accurately simulates long-wave processes, but requires considerably less computational 
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effort.  Ensuing research further verified this technique for the Western North Atlantic 
Tidal model domain, which includes portions of the Atlantic Ocean found west of the 60º 
West Meridian, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea (Hagen et al., 2005). 
 
Additionally, the advancement of computing power has led to the development of storm 
surge models that include a high level of resolution in coastal areas.  This added level of 
refinement has allowed the incorporation of inland flooding areas into the model, 
whereby a more accurate depiction of coastal flooding can be determined. Westerink et 
al., (2004) developed a very high resolution model (on the order of 2.7 million nodes) for 
the Southern Louisiana floodplain.  In a similar manner Dietsche et al., (2005) developed 
a model for the coastal region of South Carolina that included low-lying inundation areas 
surrounding the Winyah Bay and Waccamaw River.  In both cases, the inclusion of the 
inland coastal areas proved to more accurately predict the flooding effects due to 
hurricane storm surge.  It is noted that both studies used the ADCIRC model, which does 
not compute the effect of wind waves internally (wave radiation stresses can be applied to 
ADCIRC via a coupling procedure with a short-wave model, but the numerical code of 
ADCIRC does not include short-wave processes). 
 
Modeling efforts have also focused on identifying key factors that influence the 
magnitude of coastal storm surge. One such factor that is of particular importance to this 
thesis is the influence of the continental shelf profile and near-shore bathymetry.  Weaver 
and Slinn (2004) examined three different coastal shelf profiles by varying the width and 
steepness of the continental shelf.  The ADCIRC model was applied using various wind 
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stress intensities.  Their results indicate that a wide continental shelf, and thus a gently 
sloping shelf profile, produces higher storm surge than a narrow continental shelf profile.  
These results are verified in this thesis by applying two distinctly different shelf profiles: 
a relatively wide continental shelf profile, representative of the western and northeastern 
coasts of Florida; and a relatively narrow shelf profile, representative of the southeastern 
coast of Florida. 
 
3.1.2 Short-wave modeling 
 
One shortcoming of this study is the lack of short-wave processes included in the 
modeling procedure.  In some instances, these processes can have a profound impact on 
the total storm surge in coastal areas.  As an example, consider the wind-wave effect of 
Hurricane Ivan in the Escambia Bay.  Due to the large fetch (or length) in the bay, wind 
waves on the order of 1-2 meters (in addition to the 3 meter surge) toppled portions of the 
Interstate 10 Bridge causing a quarter mile section to collapse into the bay (Douglass et 
al., 2004). 
 
Wind-waves are influenced by a number of parameters, including: bathymetry, tide- and 
wind-induced currents, and surge-induced water levels.  In order to accurately determine 
the effect that wind-waves have on the overall storm surge, models such as STWAVE 
(STeady-state spectral WAVE model) are used to compute wave spectra in the near-shore 
region.  STWAVE computes the change in wave height, period, and spectral shape as the 
wind-waves transition from offshore to near-shore regions (Smith et al., 2001).  This 
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information is then passed to a circulation model (e.g. ADCIRC) via wave radiation 
stresses.  Coupled modeling approaches such as this are often used to elucidate 
circulation and shoaling patterns in inlets and bays (Smith et al., 2001; Cialone and Kraus, 
2001). 
 
3.2 Numerical Modeling of Inlets 
 
Over the past decade, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (via the Coastal Inlets Research 
Program, http://cirp.wes.army.mil/cirp/cirp.html) has undertaken extensive research 
efforts to identify proper modeling techniques within the vicinity of tidal inlets.  Militello 
(1998) describes proper grid development for near inlet circulation modeling.  The 
domain size for inlet circulation modeling is often driven by the physical features of the 
site, such that influential bathymetric features are accurately represented in the model.  
Furthermore, variable grid resolution is ideal for inlet circulation modeling to allow for 
higher spatial resolution in areas of interest (e.g. channels, coastal structures, jetty tips) 
and in areas of high bathymetric gradients. 
 
Militello et al., (2000) also surmise that the domain boundary should be placed far 
enough from the inlet so that localized boundary effects do not influence the calculations 
near the inlet.  Additionally, these larger scale domains allow for a better depiction of 
alongshore currents near the inlet due to the effects of astronomical and meteorological 
tides.  Exchanges between adjacent water bodies and nearby inlets are also captured with 
larger scale domains.  Militello et al., (2000) limit their study to comparing local and 
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regional scale domains, but their conclusions can be extended to even larger, ocean-based 
domains (i.e. the Western North Atlantic Tidal model domain). 
 
Cialone and Kraus (2001) applied these conclusions to a case study of Grays Harbor, 
Washington.  In this particular study, a regional scale finite element model (ADCIRC) 
was used to model the tidal and wind driven current through the inlet.  Sufficient 
resolution in the inlet and bay system was provided to allow for an accurate 
representation of a federally maintained navigation channel.  Kraus and Militello (1999) 
also used a similar approach to modeling a multiple inlet system on the coast of Texas.  
In both studies, a larger scale model domain and higher grid resolution near the inlet 
produced sufficiently accurate results. 
 
The influence of tidal inlets has also been studied in an idealized setting.  Hench et al., 
(2002) examined momentum balances for four inlet configurations: 1) 1 km width, 0.5 
km length; 2) 1 km width, 3 km length; 3) 3 km width, 0.5 km length; and 4) 3 km width, 
3 km length.  A regional model domain was used measuring 50 km alongshore with the 
open boundary placed 20 km from the coastline.  In all cases, the same bay surface area 
was used, which varies from this thesis.  The result of this research led to a dynamic 
classification scheme based on the length and width of the inlet.  The conclusions were 





An idealized inlet has also been used to study the development of a morphodynamic 
modeling system (a model system with two interdependent components; a hydrodynamic 
component and a sediment transport component).  Kubatko et al., (2005) used an 
idealized inlet with the same ocean basin measurements as Hench et al., (2002) to study 
the coupling of a hydrodynamic model (ADCIRC) with a sediment transport model based 
on a discontinuous Galerkin method.  In this case, the inlet configuration was 1 km wide 
and 0.5 km long.  The bathymetry of the domain ranges from 5 m in the bay and at the 
coastline to 14 m at the ocean boundary. 
 
A similar study was performed by Pandoe and Edge (2004) using a three-dimensional 
hydrodynamic model [Kubatko et al., (2005) employed the two-dimensional, depth-
integrated version of the model] to study cohesive sediment transport through an 
idealized inlet.  In contrast to the previous studies mentioned, the inlet length and width 
were 1.5 km and 1.125 km, respectively, and the ocean basin was 24 x 24 km.  The bay 
dimensions were 5 x 8 km, and the depth ranged from 2 m in the bay to 20 meters at the 
ocean boundary.  Additionally, a constant flux condition into the domain was provided 
along the bay boundary. 
 
For all of the idealized inlet scenarios discussed thus far, an astronomical tide was used as 
the predominant forcing on the system.  The effect of wind driven circulation was not 
considered in any of the cases.  Furthermore, the inlet-bay configurations and the ocean 
basin slope are presented based on the assumption that they are archetypical of natural 
inlets.  However, no inherent statistical analysis on existing tidal inlets was provided for 
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any of the studies to indicate that this is true.  This thesis uses knowledge gleaned from 
these studies and applies hurricane force wind stress along with more realistic inlet-bay 
configurations to examine the effect that tidal inlets have on hurricane storm surge 
hydrographs in the near-shore regions, through the inlet and in the bay itself. 
 
3.3 Scour Modeling 
 
Coastal bridges are subjected to foundation scour as a result of circulation patterns found 
in the bay or estuary.  Scour may occur as a result of density stratification, water salinity, 
freshwater riverine inflow, or astronomic tidal currents (Richardson et al., 1999).  Under 
design conditions, these circulation patterns are often computed based on water elevation 
data during an extreme flow event (e.g. hurricane storm surge).  Typically, the water 
elevation data is obtained either through a deterministic hydrodynamic model or a 
stochastic formulation. 
 
Similar equations are used to compute bridge scour in tidal waterways as in non-tidal 
waterways, assuming that the hydraulic variables are thoroughly evaluated (Richardson et 
al., 1999).  For non-tidal waterways, the design discharge is assumed to be constant and 
is computed using standard frequency analysis on streamflow data.  In contrast, the 
discharge through a tidal waterway is not constant and can vary significantly over time.  
The design discharge in tidal waterways is dependent on storm surge elevation, tidal 
prism upstream of the bridge, and cross-sectional area of the waterway at the bridge 
under mean tide (Richardson et al., 1999). 
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Traditionally, hydrodynamics within an estuary are computed using local-scale, one-, 
two-, or three-dimensional models (Zevenbergen et al., 1999).  The response of the model 
near the bridge is a function of the applied boundary conditions, which include open 
coast storm surge hydrographs and upstream flood hydrographs.  The applied open coast 
storm surge hydrographs are a function of peak water surface elevation, rising limb time, 
duration of peak, and falling limb time.  The sensitivity of water currents in the model to 
the change in open coast hydrograph parameters has been well documented by Sheppard 
and Pritsivelis (1999).  The results show that model response is very sensitive to the peak 
water surface elevation and the duration of peak, but less sensitive to the falling limb time.  
Hence, the accuracy of the model is heavily dependent on the applied open coast 
boundary conditions. 
 
In the past, peak water surface elevations were obtained from surge models developed by 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  FEMA employs a two-dimensional, finite 
difference model (SURGE) to compute maximum surge elevations along the coast.  
NOAA also employs a two-dimensional, finite difference model (SLOSH) that computes 
peak surge levels based on each class of hurricane.  In both cases, a significant number of 
storm surge simulations are performed based on varying degrees of hurricane intensity 
and hurricane track.  The results led to contour maps of maximum surge heights along the 




In lieu of the fact that only peak values are given, not the full storm surge hydrographs, 
Cialone et al., (1993) report a procedure for developing the full hydrograph based on 
maximum surge levels.  The full storm surge hydrograph is computed as follows: 
 












1  [3-1] 
 
where, pS = peak surge height, D = storm duration (defined as the radius to maximum 
winds divided by the storm’s forward speed), T = time to peak surge, t  = time, and 
( )tH t  = the daily tide component.  If the daily astronomic tides are excluded from the 
equation, then the storm surge hydrograph is symmetric about time T .  In the absence of 
more accurate computer generated storm surge hydrographs, this equation can be used to 
develop the open coast storm surge hydrographs used for boundary conditions in bridge 
scour modeling. 
 
Butler and Cialone (1999) applied this methodology for a one-dimensional model of 
Brunswick Harbor, Georgia.  The model boundary was placed in the coastal region near 
the mouth of the inlet, and various synthetic hydrographs were routed through the model 
system.  Only one computational node represented the ocean boundary and, thus, did not 
necessitate the use of spatially varying hydrographs as boundary conditions.  Eight 
different storm surge hydrographs were used in separate simulations that combined two 
different storm durations with four specified tidal phases.  It is noted that this approach 
did not consider the interaction between the astronomic tide and the storm surge in a 
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physical sense, nor did it consider the spatial variance of storm surge when the peak 
elevation was obtained from a nearby database station. 
 
Edge et al., (1999) extended this procedure for a two-dimensional model of the Indian 
River inlet and estuary.  Peak storm surge elevations were obtained from an ADCIRC 
database station located several miles from the inlet entrance.  The open ocean boundary 
was placed in close proximity to the inlet (an actual measurement was not reported, but 
the boundary appears to be within a couple kilometers of the inlet entrance), and a single 
hydrograph was used as boundary forcing at each of the open ocean boundary nodes 
during each simulation.  Similar to the study performed by Butler and Cialone (1999), the 
hydrograph boundary conditions did not consider the full interaction of the astronomic 
tides and storm surge.  Additionally, the influence of the tidal inlet on the open coast 
boundary was not considered when developing the model domain. 
 
Other studies have applied a similar methodology (i.e. applying a single, synthetic 
hydrograph along the open coast boundary) in studying the influence of boundary 
conditions on velocities through the inlet and near bridge piers (Sheppard and Pritsivelis, 
1999 and Zevenbergen et al., 1999).  There are several drawbacks, however, to using this 
single hydrograph (Equation [3-1]) approach.  First, the models used to generate the peak 
water surface elevations don’t compute the interaction between the astronomic tide and 
the hurricane storm surge internally.  The astronomic tides are obtained from a nearby 
tide gauge, and then added to the synthetic storm surge hydrograph.  Second, Equation 
[3-1] produces a simple hydrograph that does not consider the influence of wind over 
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time.  As the hurricane traverses the coastline, the change in wind speed and direction 
may cause a negative surge that is not predicted by Equation [3-1] (Zevenbergen et al., 
1999).  Finally, the spatial variance of the storm surge hydrographs along the open coast 
boundary is not considered.  Previous studies have assumed that applying a single design 
hydrograph is sufficient, but results presented in this thesis indicate that this is not an 
accurate procedure as the storm surge along the open coast boundary does vary spatially. 
 
Sheppard and Miller (2003) compared peak surge heights produced by various models 
along the Florida coast.  In addition to the two models discussed previously (SURGE and 
SLOSH), the study included results from a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers model 
(ADCIRC) and a Florida Department of Environmental Protection model.  The results 
indicate that the peak surge height predicted by the various models differs dramatically in 
some areas.  Furthermore, the authors recognize that the models do not include short-
wave action, which can be an important component of the overall storm surge.  
Ultimately, the study shows that the open coast storm surge hydrographs used by various 
agencies differ quite remarkably.  This potentially has huge implications for bridge scour 
modeling as these open coast surge predictions are commonly used for design purposes. 
 
This thesis extends previous work by studying the effect of tidal inlets on open coast 
storm surge hydrographs.  A wide range of radii are used for placement of the open coast 
boundary (ranging from 1 km to 15 km), such that open coast boundary locations seen in 
previous research are incorporated into the study.  The results have implications for 
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The water surface elevations and circulation patterns are computed by the Advanced 
Circulation model (ADCIRC) for shelves, coasts, and estuaries (Luettich et al., 1992).  In 
this study, barotropic dynamics are examined and density gradients are assumed to be 
relatively small, as these conditions are common near tidal inlets (Hench et al., 2002).  
These assumptions permit the use of the fully nonlinear two-dimensional, depth-
integrated option of the model (ADCIRC-2DDI).  Two forms of the governing equations 
are presented in this chapter: 1) in Cartesian coordinates and 2) in spherical coordinates, 
as both forms of the equations are used in this thesis. 
 
4.1 Circulation Model Formulation in Cartesian Coordinates 
 
The numerical parameter study focuses on an idealized inlet domain that is constructed in 
the Cartesian coordinate system. Westerink et al. (1994) present the basic governing 
continuity, [4-1], and momentum equations, [4-2] and [4-3], in Cartesian coordinates that 


































































































1  [4-3] 
 
where: 
t   = time 
yx,  = horizontal coordinates, aligned in the East and North directions respectively 
ζ  = free surface elevation, relative to the geoid 
U  = depth-averaged horizontal velocity, x  direction 
V  = depth-averaged horizontal velocity, y  direction 
H  = total water column depth, ζ+h  
h  = bathymetric depth relative to the geoid 
f  = φsin2Ω  = Coriolis parameter 
Ω  = angular speed of the earth 
φ  = degrees latitude 
Sp  = atmospheric pressure at the free surface 
g  = acceleration due to gravity 
η  = Newtonian equilibrium tide potential 
α  = earth elasticity factor 
0ρ  = reference density of water 
SXτ  = applied free surface stress, x  direction 
SYτ  = applied free surface stress, y  direction 
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∗τ  = H
VUC f
22 +  = bottom stress 
fC  = bottom friction coefficient 


















UHEh  = depth-integrated momentum dispersion, x  direction 


















VHEh  = depth-integrated momentum dispersion, y  direction 
2h
E  = horizontal eddy viscosity 
 
Reid (1990) provides a practical solution [4-4] for the effective Newtonian equilibrium 
tide potential as follows: 
 




















φαφλη  [4-4] 
 
where: 
jnC  = Constant characterizing the amplitude of tidal constituent n  of species j  
jnα  = effective earth elasticity factor for tidal constituent n  of species j  
jnf  = time-dependent nodal factor 
jnv  = time-dependent astronomical argument 
j  = 0, 1, 2  = tidal species ( 0=j , declinational; 1=j , diurnal; 2=j , semidiurnal) 
  1sin3 20 −= φL  
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  ( )φ2sin1 =L  
  ( )φ22 cos=L  
λ  = degrees longitude, east of Greenwich 
φ  = degrees latitude, north of Equator 
0t  = reference time 
jnT  = period of constituent n  of species j  
 
The governing equations are discretized in space by linear finite elements and in time by 
a finite difference scheme (Luettich et al., 1992).  The finite element solution to the 
shallow water equations gives rise to spurious modes and numerical instabilities.  Hence, 
it becomes necessary to reformulate the equations into a form that provides a stable 
solution in its finite element representation.  Therefore, ADCIRC-2DDI employs the 
Generalized Wave Continuity Equation (GWCE), together with the momentum 
conservation equations, to eliminate this problem (Westerink et al., 1994).   
 
The GWCE is derived by manipulating the primitive governing equations.  First, the non-
conservative momentum equations are recast into conservative form, and spatial 
derivatives are taken of the results.  Next, the spatial derivatives are substituted into a 
time-differentiated form of the continuity equation.  Then, a weighting factor that is 
constant in both time and space, 0τ , is multiplied by the primitive continuity equation.  

























































































































τζ  [4-5] 
 
The result is a noise-free solution that is used in conjunction with the primitive 
momentum equations (equations [4-2] and [4-3]) to solve for the deviation from the geoid 
(ζ ) and the velocities in the x  and y  directions.  In all cases, the wetting and drying of 
elements is employed.  Additionally, the hybrid bottom friction formulation is used, 
which allows for a more accurate representation of the bottom stress in shallow water and 
when wetting and drying of elements is employed (Murray, 2003). 
 
4.2 Circulation model formulation in Spherical Coordinates 
 
The part of the study that examines Hurricane Ivan uses a real domain that is in the 
spherical coordinate system. Westerink et al., (1994) present the basic governing 
continuity, [4-6], and momentum equations, [4-7] and [4-8], in spherical coordinates that 


































































































































11  [4-8] 
 
Where, R  = radius of the Earth.  In a similar manner as previously described, the finite 
element solution of these equations gives rise to numerical instabilities.  Thus, the 

























































































































































ζ φ  [4-9] 
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4.3 Hurricane Ivan Wind Field Model 
 
The state-of-the-art wind data for the hurricane storm surge simulations was provided by 
Oceanweather, Inc. (http://www.oceanweather.com) using a tropical wind model 
developed by Cox and Cardone (2000).  The model is a derivative of the TC96 model 
that was first implemented in the Ocean Data Gathering Program.  The TC96 model 
provides snapshots that are blended into a synoptic-scale wind field using the Interactive 
Objective Kinematic Analysis algorithm (Cox et al., 1995) of the Wind Workstation 
(WWS).  Using a numerical integration technique, the model solves the vertically 
averaged equations of motion for a boundary layer under horizontal and vertical stresses.  
Based on this principle, the numerical model provides a fairly thorough description of the 
time-space evolution of the wind speeds within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) 
during a tropical cyclone event (Thompson and Cardone, 1996). 
 
The wind field model is driven by so-called “snapshots” in time of the storm’s intensity 
and is based on the assumption that the structure of the hurricane changes relatively 
slowly (Cox and Cardone, 2000).  In addition to the TC96 model, these snapshots are also 
obtained from the Hurricane Research Division Wind Analysis System (H*Wind), a 
distributed system that uses real-time tropical cyclone observations as input (Powell et al., 
1998).  The slow evolution of the storm’s intensity is then interpolated from these 
“snapshots”.  In addition to the intensity “snapshots”, the model is also controlled by 
several input parameters:  the storm’s speed and direction, the geostrophic flow of the 
ambient PBL pressure field, a pressure profile parameter, and a scaling factor for the 
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exponential radial pressure profile.  The wind model is capable of simulating any type of 
storm for any particular region, and has been verified and validated for a number of test 
cases (Cox and Cardone, 2002). 
 
The wind speeds that are computed by the wind field model are used as surface stress 
conditions in the ADCIRC-2DDI model.  In order to convert wind speed to wind stress, 



























ρ air  = ratio of air density to average density of sea water, 0.001293 
DC  = frictional drag coefficient, ( ) 001.0067.075.0 W+  
W  = magnitude of wind velocity 
φW  = component of wind velocity vector in the φ  direction 




Furthermore, the wind model also provides a pressure gradient to ADCIRC.  A 
conversion is then performed within ADCIRC to convert the pressure gradient to an 
equivalent water column height through the transformation gP wρ  (Blain et al, 1994b).  
In the end, the wind stress and the equivalent water column height are linearly inter-
polated to each computational node of the finite element mesh used by ADCIRC. 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Hurricane Ivan wind field just before landfall. 
 
Hurricane Ivan: 




4.4 Synthetic Wind Field Model 
 
For the numerical parameter study, a synthetic hurricane wind field model that was 
generously supplied by the University of Florida is used to force the ADCIRC-2DDI 
model.  The wind field model is parameterized according to the forward velocity and 
pressure field of Hurricane Ivan, and simulates a simplified, circularly symmetric version 
of the storm.  Compared to the wind field model used in the storm surge hindcast of 
Hurricane Ivan (previously discussed in section 4.3), the synthetic wind field model is 
much less sophisticated.  However, the model does allow the user to specify the hurricane 
parameters and path of the storm, which makes it ideal for a numerical study such as this. 
 
In all test cases presented herein, the wind field model is initialized to represent a typical 
worst-case scenario for coastal storm surge in the vicinity of the tidal inlet.  First, the path 
of the storm is setup to traverse the coastline in a perpendicular manner (similar to how 
Hurricane Hugo made landfall on the South Carolina coast; Dietsche, 2004a).  
Additionally, the eye of the storm makes landfall at a point 25 km west (or left) of the 
tidal inlet, placing the inlet in the upper right quadrant of the storm (see Figure 4-2).  It is 
noted that many variations of the synthetic storm’s parameters could have been adjusted, 









FINITE ELEMENT MESH DEVELOPMENT 
 
In order to properly describe the physics of meteorological tides (storm surge), a 
numerical model must resolve coastal features that affect storm surge generation and 
propagation.  Therefore, a model domain must describe complex coastal geometries 
(bathymetry and topography), large gradients in bathymetry along the continental shelf, 
and permit reasonable boundary conditions (i.e. tidal harmonics and/or water surface 
elevations).  A finite element based model is ideal for such a task, as its flexibility allows 
for large spatial scales to be represented in the domain while allowing higher nodal 
resolution along the coastline (Blain et al., 1994b). 
 
Presented in this chapter is the development of finite element meshes for two different 
studies: a numerical study and a hindcast study.  First, ten different finite element meshes 
are applied in an idealized setting to represent various inlet-bay configurations and 
continental shelf profiles.  A statistical analysis is performed on existing data, such that 
the model domains are representative of coastal regions found along Florida’s shoreline.  
Second, three different computational domains are applied to the Escambia Bay region on 
the Panhandle of Florida, with emphasis placed on the domain scale.  An ocean-based 
mesh, a shelf-based mesh, and an inlet-based mesh are generated with similar physical 





5.1 Idealized Domains 
 
5.1.1 Florida’s tidal inlets 
 
A thorough review of existing Florida tidal inlets is performed in order to properly design 
the idealized finite element meshes used in the numerical parameter study.  A total of 74 
tidal inlets are identified along the Florida coast, 26 on the east coast and 48 on the west 
coast (Carr de Betts, 1999).  Figure 5-1 shows the location of each of these tidal inlets 
along the Florida coast. 
 
 




A statistical analysis is performed on the hydrodynamic measurements associated with 
each tidal inlet (see Appendix D for a comprehensive listing of the measurements for 
each inlet).  The mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of each parameter 
dataset is determined (see Table 5-1).  From this analysis it is noted that the variability 
amongst Florida tidal inlets is quite recognizable.  For example, the average inlet length 
is 3142 meters, while the standard deviation is 6537 meters.  This implies that a large 
range of inlet lengths is present in the dataset, which indicates that the mean values listed 
in Table 5-1 may not be representative of a typical Florida tidal inlet. 
 
Table 5-1:  Hydrodynamic characteristics of Florida's tidal inlets. 
 
Parameter Unit Mean Minimum Maximum Standard Deviation
Width [m] 557 18 5300 822
Depth [m] 4.7 0.3 15.2 3.5
Length [m] 3142 240 55000 6537
Area [m2] 2568 22 24000 4272
Tidal Prism [m3] 4.8E+07 2.8E+03 5.9E+08 1.0E+08
 
 
In lieu of this, a method to remove the statistical outliers is undertaken.  A standard z-







yz  [5-1] 
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where, y  = data point value, μ  = mean, and σ  = standard deviation.  The values for μ  
and σ  are obtained from Table 5-1.  By definition, the z-score describes the location of 
the data point relative to the mean value.  In order to determine whether a value is 
considered an outlier, the computed z-score for each data point is compared to a tabulated 
value of z-scores.  If the computed value from the dataset is greater than the tabulated 
value, tablezz > , then the data point is considered to be an outlier.  For this thesis, the 
0.05 significance level is used for the tabulated z-score values. 
 
This process is repeated for the width, depth, and length datasets (as these are the values 
used to design the finite element meshes), and the outliers from each dataset are removed.  
Next, another statistical analysis is performed on the revised dataset to determine mean 
values that are more representative of a typical Florida tidal inlet.  Table 5-2 presents the 
results of this analysis. 
 
Table 5-2:  Modified statistics of Florida's tidal inlets with outliers removed. 
 
Parameter Unit Mean Standard Deviation
Width [m] 388 337
Depth [m] 3.7 2.0






5.1.2 Inlet-bay configuration 
 
Four different inlet width profiles are used in the numerical parameter study: an average 
inlet width, a 100 meter inlet width, a 500 meter inlet width, and a 1000 meter inlet width.  
For each inlet width configuration, the inlet length and depth are held constant according 
to the average values determined in Table 5-2.  However, the bay surface area varies 
between each inlet width configuration. 
 
The bay surface area varies according to a relationship developed by Jarrett (1976).  
Recall Equation [2-5]: 
 
 95.051074.5 Ω×= −cA  [2-5] 
 
where, cA = minimum cross-sectional area of the inlet (
2ft ), and Ω = tidal prism ( 3ft ).  
Equation [2-5] is an empirical relationship derived from a regression analysis of existing 
tidal inlets (both natural and man-made) along the United States coast (Jarrett, 1976).  
Converting Equation [2-5] to the SI unit system [( 2m ) for the cross-sectional area and 
( 3m ) for the tidal prism] yields the following equation: 
 
 95.051009.2 Ω×= −cA  [5-2] 
 
This equation relates the minimum cross-sectional area of the inlet to the tidal prism for 
stable tidal inlets.  As a comparison, data of Florida tidal inlets are compared to the 
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solutions obtained from Equation [5-2].  Overall, Equation [5-2] provides an excellent fit 
to the raw data (Figure 5-2).  Thus, Jarrett’s relationship is deemed appropriate for 
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Additionally, the tidal prism is related to the bay surface area through the following 
relationship (recall Equation [2-2]): 
 




where, ba  = the bay tide amplitude, and bA  = the bay surface area.  The bay tide 
amplitude is defined as one half the tidal range; thus, Equation [2-2] relates the tidal 
prism to a product of the tidal range ( ba2 ) and the bay surface area.  Substituting this 
relationship into Equation [5-2] yields the following solution: 
 
 ( ) 95.05 21009.2 bbc AaA −×=  [5-3] 
 
Furthermore, it’s assumed that the tidal range ( ba2 ) is 1 meter, which is archetypical of 
the tidal range along the coast of Florida [see Kojima (2005) for a detailed tidal analysis 
along the United States coast].  Substituting this assumption into Equation [5-3], and 

















A  [5-4] 
 
This expression is used to develop the inlet-bay configurations in the finite element 
meshes of the numerical parameter study.  A rectangular cross-sectional profile is 
assumed for the entire length of the inlet.  Thus, the inlet cross-sectional area ( cA ) can 
easily be determined based on the desired inlet width (average, 100 meters, 500 meters, 
and 1000 meters) and the constant inlet depth (3.7 meters).  Following this procedure for 
each inlet width yields a unique bay surface area for each inlet configuration.  The result 





Figure 5-3: Inlet-bay configurations for the idealized finite element meshes: a) average 
inlet width; b) 100 meter inlet width; c) 500 meter inlet width; and d) 1000 
meter inlet width 
 
 
The node spacing ranges from 50 meters in the inlet to 100 meters in the bay for the 
average, 500 meter, and 1000 meter inlet configurations, and 25 meters in the inlet to 50 
meters in the bay for the 100 meter inlet configuration.  This level of resolution ensures 








5.1.3 Continental shelf profiles 
 
In addition to four inlet-bay configurations, two different ocean basin profiles are 
developed: one that is representative of the western and northeastern coasts of Florida, 
and another that represents the southeastern coast of Florida.  The distinction between 
these two regions is evident in the continental shelf width [legally, the continental shelf 
break occurs at a depth of 600 fathoms, or 183 meters (Head and Marcus, 1987)].  The 
western and northeastern coasts of Florida are characterized by a relatively wide 
continental shelf (on the order of 150 km to 275 km wide), whereas the southeastern 
Florida coast is characterized by a relatively narrow continental shelf (on the order of 5 
km to 25 km wide). 
 
A high resolution finite element mesh for the Western North Atlantic Tidal model 
domain is used to obtain the bathymetry profiles extending seaward from tidal inlets in 
each of the two regions.  The finite element mesh has approximately 333,000 nodal 
points with each node defined by its location (degrees longitude and latitude) and depth 
(in meters).  Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the level of mesh resolution and bathymetry, 
respectively, for both the east and west coasts of Florida.  The domain has been used in 
previous modeling efforts [Parrish, 2001; Hagen and Parrish, 2004; and Kojima, 2005], 
and has faithfully reproduced the historic tidal signal along the coast of Florida.  Thus, it 
is assumed that the domain provides a reasonably accurate representation of the 
















The Surface-water Modeling System (SMS) is used to extract the bathymetry information 
along the coast of Florida.  SMS is a pre- and post-processor for a number of numerical 
surface-water models, and includes tools for developing both one- and two-dimensional 
models (Zundel, 2005).  Among its capabilities are finite element mesh generation, finite 
difference grid generation, and cross-sectional area specification.  Using SMS, 
observation arcs are extended seaward from each inlet into deeper waters in the Atlantic 
Ocean and Gulf of Mexico (Figure 5-6).  Bathymetry information is then extracted from 
each of these observation arcs to get the ocean depth profile. 
 
 
Figure 5-6: Observation arcs used to extract bathymetry information in SMS. 
 
 
The bathymetry profiles are then grouped according to the location (western and 





between northeast and southeast Florida is arbitrarily chosen to be the Ft. Pierce Inlet, i.e. 
any inlets located north of Ft. Pierce Inlet are considered to be in northeast Florida and 
any inlets located south of Ft. Pierce Inlet are classified as southeast Florida.  A statistical 
analysis is then performed to determine the average location of the continental shelf 
break.  Statistical outliers are removed using a z-score procedure similar to the analysis 
described in Section 5.1.1.  Following this procedure, the average continental shelf width 
for the western and northeastern coast of Florida is determined to be 190 km, whereas the 
average continental shelf width for the southeastern coast of Florida is 13 km.  The 
difference between these two values (177 km) provides a good basis for comparing two 
distinctly different shelf profiles in an idealized setting. 
 
The open ocean boundary for the idealized finite element meshes is placed 100 km from 
the coastline.  In order to appropriately design the idealized finite element meshes, the 
average depth at a distance of 100 km offshore is determined for each shelf profile.  
Using the bathymetry information extracted from the observation arcs in SMS, and 
following a statistical analysis procedure described in Section 5.1.1, leads to the 
following average depths at 100 km offshore: 73 meters for the western and northeastern 
Florida shelf profile, and 457 meters for the southeastern Florida shelf profile.  
Comparing these two values to the average continental shelf width for the two different 
profiles indicates that the entire western/northeastern Florida domain is contained entirely 
up on the continental shelf, whereas the southeastern Florida domain includes the shelf 
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Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show an example of the bathymetry profile for the idealized finite 
element meshes for the western and northeastern coast of Florida and the southeastern 
coast of Florida, respectively.  Included in each figure are several bathymetry profiles for 
Florida tidal inlets located within each region.  It is noted from each figure, that the 
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of idealized shelf profile with actual Florida shelf profiles for 
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of idealized shelf profile with actual Florida shelf profiles for 





The two different shelf profiles are used in conjunction with the four different inlet-bay 
configurations to produce eight different finite element meshes.  Additionally, two 
control meshes are built (one for each shelf profile) that do not include any inlet-bay 
system.  These meshes are used as control cases for comparing the effect that tidal inlets 
have on the open coast storm surge hydrograph. 
 
In the interest of clarity and brevity, each finite element mesh is referenced based on the 
inlet-bay configuration (first term in the name) and the shelf profile (second term).  
Hence, the mesh that pairs the average inlet-bay configuration with the west/northeast 
Florida shelf profile is referred to as the Average-WNEFL mesh.  Similarly, the mesh that 
pairs the average inlet-bay configuration with the southeast Florida shelf profile is 
referred as the Average-SEFL mesh.   
 
Figures 5-10 and 5-11 present the finite element discretization and the bathymetry for the 
Average-WNEFL mesh.  Figures 5-12 and 5-13 continue with the finite element 
discretization and bathymetry for the Average-SEFL mesh.  For all meshes, the node 
spacing at the open ocean boundary is 2500 meters and transitions down to 25m-50m in 






Figure 5-10:  Finite element mesh for the average inlet-bay configuration and the West / 




Figure 5-11:  Bathymetry for the average inlet-bay configuration and the West / 





Figure 5-12:  Finite element mesh for the average inlet-bay configuration and the 




Figure 5-13:  Bathymetry for the average inlet-bay configuration and the Southeast 




5.2 Escambia Bay Meshes 
 
5.2.1 Study location 
 
The study area is located along the Panhandle of Florida in the northwestern portion of 
the state of Florida.  The main focus of this study is an inlet-bay system that was 
devastated by storm surge from Hurricane Ivan in September 2004.  The system includes 
the Pensacola Pass, Pensacola Bay, Escambia Bay, Blackwater Bay and East Bay (Figure 
5-14).  The system is connected to two adjacent bay systems via a Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway (GIW): Perdido Bay to the west and Choctawatchee Bay to the east. 
 
 




Pensacola Pass is a relatively deep inlet that connects the Escambia Bay to the Gulf of 
Mexico.  The inlet is part of Escambia County, and is bordered by two low-lying, sandy 
barrier islands: Perdido Key to the west and Santa Rosa Island to the east.  The inlet 
became a federal navigation project in 1881 and is regularly dredged to a depth of 
approximately 15 meters to accommodate U.S. Navy aircraft carriers (Carr de Betts, 
1999). 
 
5.2.2 Model domains for Escambia Bay 
 
Three different model domains are used to simulate storm surge due to Hurricane Ivan in 
the vicinity of Escambia Bay: an ocean-based domain, a shelf-based domain, and an 
inlet-based domain.  Each mesh incorporates similar physical features near Escambia Bay 
and Pensacola Pass; however, the domains include different ocean features. 
 
Bathymetry for the Escambia Bay region for all three meshes was obtained via the 
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) Coastal Relief CD-ROM, Volume 3.  The 
database consists of a combination of 3-arc second digital elevation maps (via the United 
States Geological Survey) and hydrographic soundings (via the National Ocean Service).  
For regions extending beyond the Escambia Bay and Pensacola Pass, the bathymetry was 
interpolated from an existing high resolution Western North Atlantic mesh (333K mesh). 
 
The ocean-based domain encapsulates portions of the Atlantic Ocean found west of the 
60º West Meridian, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea.  The mesh was 
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developed by incorporating the Escambia Bay coastline features into an existing 53,000 
(53K) node mesh for the Western North Atlantic Tidal model domain [see Kojima (2005) 
for verification of the existing 53K mesh].  The new mesh includes 88,318 nodes and 
165,137 elements, and covers a horizontal surface area of approximately 610347.8 × km2.  
Figures 5-15 through 5-20 present the finite element discretization and bathymetry for the 
ocean-based domain with zoomed in views of the Escambia Bay and Pensacola Pass. 
 
 
























































The shelf-based domain incorporates the bathymetric features of the northeastern portion 
of the Gulf of Mexico.  A semi-circular, open ocean boundary is extended from St. 
Petersburg, Florida to the coast of Louisiana, encompassing the continental shelf.  The 
mesh consists of 44,547 nodes and 83,846 elements, and was generated entirely by SMS.  
Figures 5-21 and 5-22 show the finite element discretization and bathymetry, respectively, 
for the shelf-based domain. 
 
The inlet-based mesh contains the Pensacola Pass and Escambia Bay system only.  An 
open-ocean boundary is extended seaward onto the continental shelf, with endpoints 
located east and west of the inlet.  The mesh consists of 11,111 nodes and 20,837 
elements, and was generated entirely by SMS.  Figures 5-23 and 5-24 show the finite 










Figure 5-22:  Bathymetry for the shelf-based domain. 
 


















Figure 5-24:  Bathymetry for the inlet-based mesh. 
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5.2.3 Inundation areas 
 
In addition to the three model domains, the inclusion of inundation areas near the 
Escambia Bay is examined.  More specifically, the effect of treating the low-lying barrier 
islands that are adjacent to Pensacola Pass (Perdido Key and Santa Rosa Island) as model 
boundaries versus inundation areas is studied.  Figure 5-25 presents a digital elevation 
map (DEM) for the inland coastal area surrounding the Escambia Bay and Pensacola Pass. 
 
 
Figure 5-25:  Topography surrounding the Escambia Bay and Pensacola Pass. 
 
 
The negative values shown in Figure 5-25 indicate elevations that are above mean sea 
level (the green colors represent elevations that are 10 meters above MSL or greater).  In 
lieu of the fact that the recorded storm surge in Escambia Bay was on the order of 3-4 
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meters, it is evident from Figure 5-25 that including a detailed floodplain mesh in the 
vicinity of Escambia Bay is not necessary.  Thus, only the effect of including the low-
lying barriers islands as inundation areas is examined, and is incorporated into the ocean-
based domain.  The finite element mesh that includes the barrier islands as inundation 
areas is shown below (Figure 5-17 shows the finite element mesh that treats the barriers 
islands as model boundaries). 
 
 
Figure 5-26:  Finite element mesh for the Escambia Bay region with the barrier islands 










Two different domains are used in this thesis: an idealized domain and a real domain.  As 
such, the ADCIRC model parameters must be set according to the domain type and study 
specifications.  For example, parameters that specify the run time, time step, wetting and 
drying process, forcing frequencies, etc. must be included in the Model Parameter and 
Periodic Boundary Condition file (fort.15).  Furthermore, the water elevation output 
locations must be specified in the input file for each domain.  Presented herein are the 
model parameters and output locations for both the idealized domains and the Escambia 
Bay domains. 
 
6.1 Idealized Domain 
 
6.1.1 Model parameters for idealized domain 
 
For the idealized study, the inlet-bay configuration and continental shelf profile are 
isolated to examine their influence on the model results.  Consequently, the model 
parameters are held constant for each simulation and are specified according to the 
following:  The equations are solved in the Cartesian coordinate system.  Simulations are 
spun up from rest over a 2 day period via a hyperbolic ramp function.  Advection terms 
are turned off.  Total simulation time is 4 days, with a 0.25 second time step used to 





C = 0.0025, breakH  = 10 meters, θ  = 10, and λ  = 1/3.  The 
horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient is set to 5 m2/sec.  A constant Coriolis parameter 
corresponding to 27.5° N (approximately the middle latitude of Florida) is used.  One 
harmonic forcing frequency corresponding to the 2M  (principal lunar) constituent is 
applied to the system with an amplitude of 0.5 meters and 0° phasing (since the timing is 
not important in an idealized setting).  This produces a tidal range of approximately 1 
meter near the coastline, which is representative of the tidal range characteristics along 
the Florida coast.  Meteorological forcings (wind stress and surface pressure) are read 
into the simulation every 30 minutes, with the eye of the synthetic hurricane making 
landfall approximately three days into the simulation.  A sample ADCIRC-2DDI 
parameter input file is shown in Appendix B. 
 
6.1.2 Model output locations for idealized domain 
 
In lieu of the fact that previous bridge scour modeling efforts have incorporated open 
coast boundaries at varying distances from the mouth of the inlet, a wide range of semi-
circular arcs are created with output stations located along each arc.  These arcs have 
radii ranging from 1 km to 15 km from the mouth of the inlet, and are representative of 
typical open coast boundary locations used in bridge scour modeling.  Water surface 
elevations are recorded at each of these stations over the entire duration of the simulation 
at six minute intervals.  Figure 6-1 displays the semi-circular arcs with the output 









Five output stations are located along each semi-circular arc: east (1), southeast (2), south 
(3), southwest (4), and west (5).  The directions are oriented such that the “up” direction 
is north; however, the directions (e.g. east, west, etc.) are used only as a convenience and 
the subsequent hydrograph plots in Chapter 7 use the numbering system to identify the 
location along the arc.  These output locations are used to compare the effect that inlets 
have on the open coast storm surge hydrographs and to examine the spatial variance of 
the hydrographs along each arc.   
 
Additional locations within the inlet and bay are also specified in the input file (Figure 6-
2).  Stations are located along the centerline of the inlet at three locations (mouth of the 
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locations are consistent between the inlet-bay configurations and are used to examine the 
influence of inlet width on the surge levels within the inlet and bay. 
 
 




6.2 Escambia Bay Domain 
 
6.2.1 Model parameters for Escambia Bay domain 
 
Astronomic tides are included for each of the Escambia Bay domains (Table 6-1); 
however, the astronomic tides and storm surge are computed separately due to the 
differences in simulation length.  The total water elevation is computed by superimposing 
the storm surge output with a resynthesis of the astronomic tides (adjusted in time to 
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match the storm surge output).  The results are then compared to historical National 
Ocean Service (NOS) gauge data located within Pensacola Bay to verify the model. 
 
Table 6-1:  Tidal constituents used to force the ADCIRC model for the real domains. 
 
Constituent Name Period [hr] Frequency [rad/s] 
M2 Principal lunar semidiurnal 12.42 0.000140518917083
K1 Luni-solar diurnal 23.93 0.000072921165921
O1 Principal lunar diurnal 25.82 0.000067597751162
N2 Larger lunar elliptic 12.66 0.000137879700000
K2 Luni-solar semidiurnal 11.97 0.000145842317201
Q1 Larger lunar elliptic diurnal 26.87 0.000064958541129
S2 Principal solar semidiurnal 12.00 0.000145444119418
 
 
The model parameters for the astronomic tidal simulations are set as follows:  The 
coordinate system is set to spherical.  Simulations are begun from a cold start with 
advective terms turned off.  Seven harmonic forcings are applied simultaneously along 
the ocean boundary ( ,,,,,, 122112 QKNOKM and 2S ) and are ramped over a 20-day 
period.  The hybrid bottom friction formulation is employed with the following settings: 
minf
C = 0.0025, breakH  = 1 meter, θ  = 10, and λ  = 1/3.  The horizontal eddy viscosity 




Similarly, the model parameters for the storm surge simulations are set as follows: A 
spherical coordinate system is applied.  Simulations are begun from a cold start with 
advective terms turned off.  A ten day simulation is performed (September 7, 2004 at 6 
p.m to September 17, 2004 at 6 p.m.), with a 2.5-day ramp period.  Meteorological 
forcings (wind stress and pressure) are read into the model every 30 minutes.  The 
wetting and drying of elements is employed with the minimum depth set to 0.1 meters.  A 
1.25 second time step is used for each model domain to ensure stability.  A hybrid bottom 
friction formulation is used with the following settings: 
minf
C = 0.001, breakH  = 10 meters, 
θ  = 10, and λ  = 1/3, and the horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient is set to 5 m2/sec. 
 
6.2.2 Model output locations for Escambia Bay domain 
 
In a similar manner to the idealized domain, semi-circular arcs of varying radii are 
extended seaward from the mouth of Pensacola Pass.  The arcs range from 1 km to 15 km 
in radial distance, and are consistent between each domain scale (i.e. ocean-based domain, 
shelf-based domain, and inlet-based domain).  Figure 6-3 shows the observation points 









Observation points for locations due east and west from the mouth of the inlet are not 
included as some of the points would either be outside of the model boundaries or within 
the bay system.  In this case, seven output stations are located on each semi-circular arc: 
east-southeast (1), southeast (2), south-southeast (3), south (4), south-southwest (5), 
southwest (6), and west-southwest (7).  These output locations are used to compare the 
effect that the Pensacola Pass has on the open coast storm surge hydrographs and to 
examine the spatial variance of the hydrographs along each arc.   
 
Additional output locations are specified within the Escambia Bay system.  These 
stations are located throughout Escambia Bay, and are consistent between each of the 













the Escambia Bay domains.  In particular, model output is provided at the NOS tide 
gauge location in Pensacola Bay (Figure 6-4). 
 
 






CONVERGENCE STUDY AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
Presented in this chapter is a convergence study and sensitivity analysis on the numerical 
parameter study results.  The convergence study is performed to verify that a converged 
solution has been obtained for the idealized domains.  In addition, a brief sensitivity study 
is presented on a select few model parameters and domain specifications.  It is noted that 
many factors can be adjusted in a numerical study, but only a few are presented herein to 
examine the sensitivity of model results to the change in certain parameters (e.g. 
inundation areas and advection terms). 
 
7.1 Convergence Study 
 
In numerical modeling applications, it is important to ensure that the model is accurately 
computing the expected hydrodynamic behavior.  A number of steps are undertaken to 
verify this outcome: 1) physical equations are formulated for the system; 2) discrete 
equations are then developed and validated based on the physical equations; and 3) a 
convergence study is performed to verify that consistent results are obtained throughout 
the domain. This process is used for both real domains and idealized domains.  Typically, 
the converged solution for a real domain is compared to historical data when available; 
however, this is not the case for an idealized domain.  Therefore, it is important to verify 
that model output is producing reliable, consistent results in a numerical parameter study 
by performing a spatial convergence study. 
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The Surface-water Modeling System (SMS) is used to generate new, more resolved 
meshes for the southeast Florida bathymetry profile with the average inlet width 
(Average-SEFL mesh).  Within the SMS, a ‘refine’ command is executed to split existing 
elements by four, i.e. one element is now represented by four smaller elements.  Figure 7-
1 shows a schematic of the algorithm results obtained with SMS. 
 
 




To verify model results, the Average-SEFL mesh is split by four twice (i.e. split by four 
and split by sixteen).  Table 7-1 compares the amount of computational nodes and 
elements for the original mesh to the higher resolution meshes for the Average-SEFL 
domain. 
 
Table 7-1:  Number of nodes and elements for the Average-SEFL meshes used in the 
convergence study. 
 
Mesh # of Nodes # of Elements 
Original 13,597 26,564 
Split by 4 53,757 106,256 
Split by 16 213,769 425,024 
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Results from preliminary simulations with the model domain that incorporates the 
southeast Florida bathymetry profile appear to contain a periodic oscillation in water 
surface elevations as the hurricane makes landfall, but are not noticeable prior to the 
surge event (i.e. before day 2.75 of the simulation).  Therefore, model results for the three 
different meshes (i.e. original, split by 4, and split by 16) are compared at each location 
along the open coast observation arcs.  Figure 7-2 shows the hydrographs at point #3 
(perpendicular to the coast) on the 5 km radius arc.  It is evident from this figure that the 
hydrographs are nearly identical for each of the three meshes, indicating that a converged 






























The oscillations, however, still exist in the model output for each of the Average-SEFL 
meshes.  Based on the convergence study results, it’s apparent that numerical noise is not 
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the likely culprit.  A possible reason for the oscillations, therefore, is the steep 
bathymetry profile described in the model domain.  As the surge propagates closer to the 
coastline, the steep bathymetry profile tries to counteract the rise in sea level by drawing 
down the surge.  Since the two-dimensional, depth-integrated option of the ADCIRC 
model is chosen for this study, vertical circulation patterns within the water column are 
not computed.  Thus, the steep bathymetry profile tries to draw down the entire water 
column, rather than generate vertical circulation patterns. 
 
It would be interesting to examine the effectiveness of a three-dimensional model on 
resolving this effect, but that is outside the realm of this thesis.  It’s important to 
remember that the focus of this thesis is on the general behavior of the storm surge 
hydrographs, not the specific values.  That is, the effect of tidal inlets on the open coast 
storm surge hydrographs and the spatial variance along the boundary locations are the 
important topics of this thesis.  The convergence study results indicate that appropriate 
hydrographs have been generated to support this analysis.  Converged results are also 




7.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Two model/domain specifications are included in the sensitivity analysis: 1) inundation 
areas; and 2) advection terms.  The sensitivity of model results to changes in these 
parameters is examined in the following sections. 
 
7.2.1 Inundation areas 
 
Previous research (Dietsche, 2004a) has indicated that including floodplain areas into the 
model domain significantly improves simulation results within the estuary.  The added 
inundation areas allow the surge to flood over low-lying barrier islands, creating more 
realistic water levels within the bay.  However, the effect that inundation areas have on 
the open coast water elevation has not been studied to the same extent.  This section 
presents a brief analysis on the sensitivity of model results along the open coast to the 
inclusion of floodplain areas in the model domain. 
 
Inland flooding areas up to three meters above MSL are included in the Control-WNEFL 
mesh.  An existing floodplain mesh of the state of Florida is used to obtain an 
approximation of the average distance (6 km) from the coastline to a 3 m contour inland.  
A linear interpolation is then performed to obtain the topography profile from the 
coastline of the Control-WNEFL mesh to the inland boundary located at the 3 meter 
contour (a distance of 6 km inland).  Figure 7-3 shows the control mesh with the 
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Figure 7-4:  Bathymetry profile along section line A-A (see Figure 7-3) for the Control-








The same model parameters previously described in Chapter 6 are used in the simulation, 
and water elevations are output along the same open coast boundary locations.  Figure 7-






























The plot shows that including inland flooding areas into the model domain does not 
significantly influence the peak surge level and the rising limb behavior; however, a 
phase difference (18 minutes) is recognized in the recession limbs.  This discrepancy can 
be attributed to the surge receding from the overland areas in the floodplain mesh, 
creating a different recession behavior compared to the mesh that does not include 
floodplain areas.  At this time it is difficult to ascertain if these discrepancies would 
create an appreciable difference in a scour model, but it is unlikely that they would since 
the peaks are nearly identical and recognizing that the phase doesn’t significantly alter 
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design scour predictions.  In lieu of this, the final results presented in Chapter 8 do not 
include inundation areas as it is simpler and more computationally efficient to run the 
models without floodplain areas. 
 
7.2.2 Advection terms 
 
The model setup used in both the numerical parameter study and the hindcast study did 
not include the advection terms in the governing equations.  Traditionally, advection 
terms are included when nonlinear interactions are prevalent in the model domain (e.g. 
generation of overtides in an estuary or storm surge propagation up a river).  This section 
explores the effect that advection terms have on the open coast storm surge hydrographs 
for the numerical parameter study. 
 
All five meshes for the west/northeast Florida bathymetry profile (i.e. control, average 
inlet width, 100 meter inlet width, 500 meter inlet width, and 1000 meter inlet width) are 
used in this analysis.  The same model parameters and output locations are specified for 
the advection simulations, except that a 0.15 second time step is used to ensure model 
stability (compared to a 0.25 second time step when advection terms are not included).   
 
First, a comparison is made at point #3 along the 5 km radius boundary location for the 
Average-WNEFL mesh (Figure 7-6).  The blue line represents model output without 
advection terms included and the red line represents model results with advection terms 
included.  In this case, including the advection terms created a peak storm surge (1.78 
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meters) that is greater than not including advection terms (1.66 meters); however, both 


























Figure 7-6: Comparison of advection versus no advection at point #3 along the 5 km 




The effect of including advection terms is also examined within the inlet and bay.  Figure 
7-7 shows the model output locations that are presented in this analysis: 1) middle of the 
inlet, and 2) 1 km into the bay.  Figures 7-8 and 7-9 continue with the storm surge 
hydrographs produced at these two locations when the advection terms are included (red 





Figure 7-7:  Model output locations within the inlet and bay used to examine the effect 





























































A couple of interesting results are obtained from this analysis.  First, the peak storm surge 
within the inlet (Figure 7-8) is less when advection terms are included compared to when 
they are not included (a difference of 8 cm in this case).  The phasing is also affected in 
the inlet with a timing difference between the two peak surges of approximately 24 
minutes at this location.  Both of these differences are contrary to the hydrographs 
produced along the open coast.  Furthermore, comparing the hydrographs in Figure 7-8 
indicates a mass discrepancy at this location during the peak surge event.  When 
advection terms are included in the computations, the hydrograph in the inlet has a 





Second, the discrepancies in the peak surge values and the phasing are practically 
negligible within the bay (Figure 7-9).  At this location, the difference in peak surge is 4 
cm and the phasing difference is 4 minutes, both of which are less than in the inlet.  In 
addition, the mass discrepancy that is apparent in the inlet is not recognized in the bay; 
thus, it appears that advection has less of an impact within the bay than in the inlet. 
 
Two practical problems, however, arise when including advection terms in the modeling 
process.  First, previous research indicates that the large Western North Atlantic Tidal 
(WNAT) model domain cannot be simulated when advection terms are included.  This is 
problematic because the WNAT domain is typical of a computational domain that would 
be used to generate open coast boundary conditions for a near-inlet coastal circulation 
model.  If advection terms are included in the modeling process, then the WNAT domain 
would not be able to produce stable, accurate boundary conditions for a bridge scour 
model. 
 
Second, including advections terms in the modeling process results in a significant 
decrease in the required time step for each simulation (as a point of reference the time 
step had to be decreased by 40% in this study, but this level of decrease is not consistent 
between modeling studies and is unique to each project).  As a result, the required 
computational time to complete a simulation is often too computationally expensive for 
consultants and researchers.  Consequently, the results presented in the following chapter 







Primary focus is given to the effect that inlet-bay configurations have on the open coast 
storm surge hydrographs.  Two different studies are presented in this chapter to illustrate 
these results: 1) a numerical parameter study, where the effect of four different inlet 
widths (average, 100 meter, 500 meter, and 1000 meter widths) on the open coast storm 
surge hydrographs are isolated and compared; and 2) a hindcast study that focuses on the 
effect of the Pensacola Pass and Escambia Bay system on the open coast storm surge 
hydrographs produced from Hurricane Ivan.  Additional discussion is provided on two 
secondary results: 1) the spatial variance of the open coast storm surge along the 
observation arcs; and 2) the significance of the continental shelf profile on the peak open 
coast surge levels.   
 
The numerical parameter study results are presented in Section 8.1, and the hindcast 
results are presented in Section 8.2.  A discussion is provided at the end of the chapter 
(Section 8.3) that qualitatively compares the idealized domain results with the real 
domain results.  The findings and conclusions presented herein have implications for 
developing more accurate open coast boundary conditions for bridge scour models and 
other inlet-based storm surge models (as used herein, bridge scour model refers to any 
local, high resolution 2- or 3-dimensional model used to compute velocities and 
circulation patterns within an inlet and bay that could be used to determine scour levels 
near coastal bridges). 
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8.1 Idealized Domain Results 
 
First, a numerical parameter study is performed to elucidate the behavior of open coast 
storm surge hydrographs in an idealized setting.  In contrast to a hindcast study, a 
numerical study allows certain domain variables (e.g. inlet width and bathymetry) to be 
isolated and examined.  The overall behavior of the model to changes in these numerical 
parameters is extrapolated by comparing simulation results to one another.  Historical 
data is not available for such a study, thus model results are qualitatively compared to 
better clarify overall hydrograph behaviors. 
 
8.1.1 Inlet comparisons 
 
Ultimately, the results and conclusions from this thesis will be used to determine whether 
an inlet and bay system (e.g. the Pensacola Pass and Escambia Bay system) should be 
included in a large-scale ocean circulation model (e.g. the Western North Atlantic Tidal 
model domain) for generating open coast boundary conditions for local bridge scour 
models.  In order to accomplish this, four inlet-bay configurations and a control case are 
developed in an idealized setting.  The control mesh does not include an inlet-bay system 
along the coastline and provides a test case for better determining the influence of the 
inlet-bay system on the open coast storm surge hydrographs. 
 
Observation points along semi-circular arcs of varying radii (1 km to 15 km) are extended 
seaward from the mouth of the inlet and are the same in each simulation.  Model output is 
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then compared at each of the observation points for all of the inlet-bay configurations.  
Figure 8-1 shows the observation points along the 1 km and 5 km arc radii.  Figures 8-2 
and 8-3 show model results for each of the inlet-bay configurations at point #3 
(perpendicular to the coast) on both of these arcs for the west/northeast Florida shelf 
profile.  Figures 8-4 and 8-5 display model results at the same locations for the southeast 
Florida shelf profile. 
 
 
Figure 8-1: Observation points along the 1 km and 5 km arc radii. 
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Figure 8-2: Storm surge hydrographs at point #3 on the 1 km radius observation arc for 






























Figure 8-3: Storm surge hydrographs at point #3 on the 5 km radius observation arc for 





























Figure 8-4:  Storm surge hydrographs at point #3 on the 1 km radius observation arc for 





























Figure 8-5:  Storm surge hydrographs at point #3 on the 5 km radius observation arc for 





It is evident from the plots that no appreciable difference exists in the storm surge 
hydrographs between the inlet-bay configurations.  A difference of 5 cm is recognizable 
in Figure 8-2 (1 km radius, west/northeast Florida profile) for the 1000 meter inlet width 
(yellow line), but the difference is practically negligible at the 5 km radius (Figure 8-3).  
Overall, the inlet-bay configurations do not appear to create a significant difference in the 
open coast storm surge hydrographs.  Model output at all of the other observation points 
show similar results as Figures 8-2 through 8-5, and are presented in their entirety in 
Appendix E. 
 
The maximum difference shown in Figure 8-2 is approximately 5 cm between the 1000 m 
inlet width and the control mesh.  At this point in the study, it is difficult to surmise if this 
difference would have a significant impact on the performance of a bridge scour model, 
as this is outside the realm of this thesis.  Consequently, it is recommended that the open 
coast boundary location be placed far enough from the inlet (approximately 3 km or 
greater) so as to remove it from the influence of the tidal inlet.  At this distance from the 
coastline, a large-scale model (e.g. the WNAT domain) would not need to include the 
inlet-bay system along the coastline when generating boundary conditions for a local 
bridge scour model. 
 
8.1.2 Spatial variance 
 
Previous research indicates that storm surge hydrographs vary spatially in the vicinity of 
a tidal inlet.  Dietsche (2004a) employed semi-circular arcs with radii ranging from 2.5 
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km to 10 km from the center of the Winyah Bay Inlet in South Carolina.  Results showed 
that the storm surge hydrographs varied significantly both along these arcs and extending 
radially outward (i.e. going from the 2.5 km radius to the 10 km radius).  Work is 
undertaken in this thesis to verify these results in an idealized setting. 
 
The following figures are based on the mesh with the average inlet width for both the 
west/northeast Florida shelf profile and the southeast Florida shelf profile.  As indicated 
in Section 8.1.1, the hydrographs produced for the various inlet-bay configurations are 
nearly identical.  Consequently, similar results are produced with the other inlet-bay 
configurations.  Two different results are presented in this section: 1) hydrographs along 
both the 1 km radius and 5 km radius arcs for each continental shelf profile; and 2) 
hydrographs for point #3 (perpendicular to the coast) on each arc ranging from 1 km to 5 
km in radius for both continental shelf profiles. 
 
Figure 8-6 shows recorded sea stages along the 1 km radius observation arc for the 
Average-WNEFL mesh.  The highest peak (recorded at point #5) is 2.16 meters above 
MSL, whereas the lowest (recorded at point #3) is 2.04 meters above MSL, a difference 
of 0.12 meters.  The peaks reveal that the points (#4 and #5) closest to the eye of the 
storm produce the greatest surge.  Overall, the behavior of the storm surge hydrographs 
shows that a spatial variance exists along this observation arc during the surge event.  
However, the hydrographs also show that the astronomic tide signals are identical prior to 
hurricane landfall (i.e. before day 2.75 of the simulation), thus indicating that the spatial 



































Similarly, Figure 8-7 presents computed water elevations along the 5 km radius 
observation arc for the Average-WNEFL mesh.  The highest peak (recorded at point #5) 
is 2.18 meters above MSL, whereas the lowest (recorded at point #3) is 1.66 meters 
above MSL, a difference of 0.52 meters.  This difference is comparable to what Dietsche 
(2004a) found for the Winyah Bay in South Carolina.  Compared to the 1 km radius, the 
difference between the highest and the lowest peak values is much greater for the 5 km 
radius (0.52 meters for the 5 km radius compared to 0.12 meters for the 1 km radius).  It 
is also noted that the peak values are less along the 5 km radius than along the 1 km 
radius, indicating that storm surge is greater nearer to the coastline.  Furthermore, the 




































Figures 8-8 and 8-9 display computed storm surge elevations for the southeast Florida 
shelf profile for the 1 km radius and the 5 km radius, respectively.  A trend similar to the 
west/northeast profile is observed for both radii.  For the 1 km radius, the highest peak 
(recorded at point #5) is 0.90 meters above MSL, whereas the lowest (recorded at point 
#3) is 0.81 meters above MSL, a difference of 0.09 meters.  Furthermore, the highest 
peak for the 5 km radius is 0.92 meters (recorded at point #5), whereas the lowest is 0.62 






























































Results presented thus far potentially have huge implications for local bridge scour 
modeling.  Previous research (Edge et al., 1999; Zevenbergen et al., 1999; and Sheppard 
and Pritsivelis, 1999) has applied a single design hydrograph at the open coast boundary 
(distance of the ocean boundaries from the inlet was not specified in each study, but they 
appeared to be within a few kilometers of the coast) for bridge scour studies.  Results 
presented herein show that the hydrographs vary spatially over this open coast boundary, 
thus indicating that individual hydrographs should be applied at each open boundary node.   
 
Furthermore, results presented in Section 8.1.1 show that the open coast boundary should 
be placed far enough from the inlet to remove the influence of the inlet from the open 
coast storm surge hydrographs.  By doing so, the spatial variance along the open coast 
boundary becomes greater, which may lead to significantly different scour predictions 
when applying individual hydrographs compared to applying a single design hydrograph 
at each open boundary node.  In addition, if a coastal modeler were to place the open 
coast boundary of a bridge scour model nearer to the inlet (e.g. 1 km), then momentum 
flux problems will most likely influence the model solution.  Typically, the open ocean 
boundary is placed far enough away from the area of interest to remove any negative 
effects that may arise close to the boundary.  Taking this into account, the open coast 
boundary should be placed farther from the inlet, creating a greater level of spatial 
variance amongst the storm surge hydrographs along the boundary. 
 
Spatial variance is also recognized at the same point on different observation arcs.  
Results show that the peak storm surge increases as the surge wave propagates into 
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shallower waters.  Figures 8-10 and 8-11 display recorded water elevations at point #3 
(perpendicular to the coast) on observation arcs ranging from 1 km to 5 km in radius for 
both the Average-WNEFL mesh and the Average-SEFL mesh.  The peak water elevation 
for the Average-WNEFL mesh is about 2.05 meters at the 1 km radius arc, and the lowest 
peak elevation is 1.66 meters at the 5 km radius arc.  Similarly, the peak water elevation 
for the Average-SEFL mesh is 0.76 meters at the 1 km radius arc, whereas the lowest 
peak elevation is 0.66 meters along the 5 km radius.  In both cases, it is evident that the 





























Figure 8-10: Storm surge hydrographs at point #3 on radii extending from 1 km to 5 km 




























Figure 8-11:  Storm surge hydrographs at point #3 on radii extending from 1 km to 5 km 




It is evident from the results presented herein that the open coast storm surge hydrographs 
can vary greatly depending on location.  The peak water elevations can vary by as much 
as 0.5 meters or more, which indicates that placement of the open coast boundary 
location is critical.  How much of a difference these variations would make in bridge 
scour predictions is uncertain, but intuitively it appears that the results could have a 
significant impact on scour studies. 
 
8.1.3 Comparison of bathymetry profiles 
 
Previous research (Weaver and Slinn, 2004) has shown that a shallow, wide shelf profile 
produces greater surge levels along the coast than a steep, narrow shelf profile.  Results 
presented herein verify this conclusion for the two bathymetry profiles used in the 
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numerical parameter study.  Figure 8-12 shows a comparison between model results for 
both the west/northeast Florida shelf profile (blue line) and the southeast Florida shelf 
profile (red line) at point #3 along the 1 km radius boundary locations.  In this case, the 
west/northeast Florida shelf profile produced a significantly greater (over 1 meter) surge 































8.1.4 Large tidal inlet 
 
A limitation with results presented thus far is the maximum inlet width included in the 
study (1000 meter width).  The results presented indicate that the tidal inlets used in this 
study do not have a significant impact on the open coast storm surge hydrographs.  In lieu 
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of this, a very large inlet-bay configuration (5000 meter inlet width) is developed to 
determine if an inlet can, indeed, have a significant effect on the open coast hydrographs.  
This inlet width is consistent with the largest Florida tidal inlet (San Carlos), but is not 
typical of all other Florida tidal inlets.  The mean (388 meters) and standard deviation 
(337 meters) from the statistical analysis presented in Chapter 5 show that an inlet width 
of 5000 meters is well outside of three standard deviations away from the mean value (a 
typical cutoff point for detection of outliers).  Thus, an inlet of this size represents an 






























Figure 8-13:  Comparison of the large inlet results to the results for the inlet-bay 




The same model parameters and observation points are included in the simulation.  
Figure 8-13 shows a comparison of the 5000 meter inlet model results to the model 
results for the other inlet-bay configurations at point #3 (perpendicular to the coast) on 
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the 1 km radius observation arc.  The results clearly indicate that the 5000 meter inlet 
width has an effect on the open coast storm surge hydrographs.  The peak surge level for 
the large inlet is less than the other inlet-bay configurations (a difference of 30 cm 
between the 5000 meter inlet width and the control mesh), and the recession behavior is 
different due to a greater volume of water receding from the bay.  Thus, an inlet of this 
size would need to be included in the model domain. 
 
8.1.5 Inlet comparisons within the inlet and bay 
 
This section examines the influence of inlet width on surge levels within the inlet and bay.  
Two comparisons are made to elucidate this behavior.  First, model results for each of the 
inlet-bay configurations are compared at a point in the middle of the inlet (point #1 in 
Figure 8-14).  Next, the inlet-bay configurations are compared at a location that is 1 km 
into the bay (point #2 in Figure 8-14).  For both comparisons, the west/northeast Florida 





Figure 8-14:  Model output locations used to study the influence of inlet width on the 




Comparing model output for each of the inlet-bay configurations (Figure 8-15) at point 
#1 indicates that the smallest inlet width (100 meters) produces a greater peak surge level 
(2.10 meters) than the other inlet widths (1.97 meters for the average inlet width; 1.93 
meters for the 500 meter inlet width; and 1.79 meters for the 1000 meter inlet width).  At 
first glance, it appears that the 100 meter width allows more storm surge to enter the 
inlet; however, examination of the velocities through each inlet indicates that the opposite 
effect is true.  The velocity in the inlet for each of the inlet-bay configurations is 
approximately 3.10 m/s during the peak surge event.  Taking into account the difference 
in cross-sectional areas between the inlet configurations, it is evident that a greater 
amount of flow enters the bay for the large inlet width than the small inlet width.  Thus, a 
slightly higher water elevation is recognized in the inlet for the 100 meter width, but 































Figure 8-15:  Comparison of model output in the middle of the inlet (see Figure 8-14, 




Next, all four inlet-bay configurations are compared at a point 1 km into the bay (Figure 
8-16).  Similar to the previous analysis, the 100 meter inlet width produces a higher peak 
surge elevation than the other inlet widths.  Furthermore, the plots reveal that a slight 
phasing difference is recognized relative to the peak values (30 minutes between the peak 
values for the 100 meter width and the 1000 meter width).  This difference can be 
attributed to the increase in bay surface area, creating a delay in the peak surge for the 






























Figure 8-16:  Comparison of model output at a location 1 km into the bay (see Figure 8-






8.2 Escambia Bay Domain Results 
 
A hindcast study is undertaken to determine if conclusions from the numerical parameter 
study can be extrapolated to a real-life scenario.  In contrast to the numerical parameter 
study, historical water elevation data is available to compare model results as a means of 
verification.  First, an astronomic tide verification and a storm surge hindcast of 
Hurricane Ivan are performed to validate the model domains in the coastal region of the 
Pensacola Pass and Escambia Bay.  Next, the effect of the Pensacola Pass-Escambia Bay 
system on the open coast storm surge hydrographs and the spatial variance of the storm 
surge hydrographs along the open coast are evaluated.  The width (980 meters) of 
Pensacola Pass and the size (6.8 x 108 m2) of the adjoining bay indicate that the domain is 
similar to the inlet-bay configuration with the 1000 meter inlet width used in the 
numerical parameter study. 
 
8.2.1 Astronomic tide verification 
 
Each of the three domains (ocean-based, shelf-based, and inlet-based) are first verified 
through an astronomic tide comparison.  A National Ocean Service tide gauge located 
within Pensacola Bay provides historical tidal constituent data (Figure 8-17).  The ocean-
based domain and the shelf-based domain cover a large enough geographic area to 
include other tide gauges, but the inlet-based mesh includes only the gauge located within 
Pensacola Bay.  Thus, only the tide gauge located within Pensacola Bay is used to verify 









A 14-day resynthesis of model results for each domain are compared to a resynthesis of 
historical constituents at the NOS tide gauge in Pensacola Bay (Figure 8-18).  The 14-day 
resynthesis period is chosen to allow for a complete spring-neap tide cycle.  The results 
indicate that each of the model domains perform reasonably well at this location.  A 
slight discrepancy is recognized in phasing between days 8 and 14, as well as the troughs 
through most of the resynthesis.  Overall, however, each of the model domains faithfully 










































In addition, the astronomic tide variance is examined along the open coast observation 
arcs extending seaward from the mouth of Pensacola Pass.  Similar to the tide verification 
at the NOS station in Pensacola Bay, a 14-day resynthesis is performed at each of the 
model output locations along the observation arcs.  Figure 8-19 shows a resynthesis of 
the astronomic tide signal at each of the output locations along the 5 km radius 
observation arc.  The results indicate that the tide signal is nearly identical at each of 
these locations.  Similar results are obtained along the other semi-circular observation 
arcs, indicating that the astronomic tides do not display a spatial variance near the inlet.  
As a result, the spatial variance recognized amongst the storm surge hydrographs in the 
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Figure 8-19:  Astronomic tide comparison along the 5 km radius observation arc 




8.2.2 Hurricane Ivan hindcast 
 
This section presents a storm surge hindcast from Hurricane Ivan in the vicinity of the 
Escambia Bay.  Two different results are presented herein: 1) a comparison of model 
output at the NOS station in Pensacola Bay; and 2) a comparison of model output to high 
water marks in the vicinity of the Interstate-10 Bridge in Escambia Bay. 
 
Each of the three model domains are used to simulate storm surge within Escambia Bay 
for the same time period: September 7, 2004 at 6 p.m. through September 17, 2004 at 6 
p.m.  A zero elevation ocean boundary condition is applied to each domain, the same 
wind field is used in each simulation, and water elevations are output every six minutes at 
the NOS station within Pensacola Bay.  Figure 8-20 displays storm surge elevations at the 
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NOS station for the three different model domains: ocean-based domain (red line), shelf-
based domain (blue line), and inlet-based domain (green line).  The historical water 




























Figure 8-20:  Hurricane Ivan water elevations at the NOS station in Pensacola Bay for 




Several noticeable results are obtained from this figure.  First, the NOS tide gauge 
appears to have stopped recording close to the time of hurricane landfall.  As a result, the 
peak surge level and the set-down behavior at this location are not shown in the historical 
data, making a comparison throughout the entire hurricane event impossible.  In lieu of 
this, it is evident that all of the model domains under predict the peak storm surge level.  
However, high water marks in Escambia Bay suggest a peak water level of 3-4.5 meters 
near the Interstate 10 Bridge in Escambia Bay (Douglass et al., 2004).  A plot of the 
maximum surge contours within the bay (Figure 8-21) for the ocean-based domain 
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indicates that model results produce peak surge levels that are slightly less (2.5-3 meters) 
than the high water marks near the bridge (similar to Figure 8-20, the peak surge levels 
for the two smaller domains are less throughout the bay than the ocean-based domain). 
 
 
Figure 8-21:  Maximum storm surge contours within Pensacola Bay and Escambia Bay 




Second, the ocean-based domain performs better than the shelf-based domain and the 
inlet-based domain.  Both the peak surge level and timing of the peak are more consistent 
with the historical data for the ocean-based domain than for the other two domains.  The 
ocean-based domain produces approximately a 20 cm greater peak water surface 
elevation than the shelf-based domain.  Furthermore, the inlet-based domain does not 
capture the full dynamics of the hurricane event, causing both the peak surge level and 





closed boundary conditions along the ocean boundary coupled with the small size of the 
domain creates a reflectance or sloshing effect within the model (creating an odd shaped 
hydrograph during the surge event) that is not experienced with the larger domains. 
 
Additionally, the ocean-based domain captures more of the dynamic behavior associated 
with long-wave storm surge set-up (between 9/13 and 9/15) than the two smaller domains. 
The ocean-based domain provides a better representation of the physical processes 
associated with cross-basin hydrodynamics as the hurricane moves from the Caribbean 
Sea into the Gulf of Mexico and over the continental shelf break.  This behavior is not 
recognized in the two smaller domains due to the physical scale limitations imposed in 
each domain. 
 
Finally, the lack of short-wave processes (wind-waves) in the modeling approach is 
evident.  Typically, wind-induced waves travel ahead of the storm surge, creating water 
elevations to rise before the hurricane makes landfall.  In this case, the difference 
between the historical data and the ocean-based domain results prior to landfall (between 
9/13 and 9/15) can be attributed to the lack of wind-waves included in the modeling 
process.   Assuming accurate wind fields, the lack of including short-wave processes is 






8.2.3 Improving model results by applying hydrograph boundary conditions 
 
It is evident from the analysis in the previous section that the shelf-based domain and the 
inlet-based domain lack important cross-basin hydrodynamics associated with hurricane 
propagation.  In both cases, the computational domains under predicted the peak storm 
surge and lacked important long-wave setup prior to hurricane landfall compared to the 
ocean-based domain.  The reason for this under performance can, in part, be attributed to 
the zero elevation boundary condition specified along the ocean boundaries for the two 
smaller domains.  This section presents the improvement of model results for the shelf-
based domain and the inlet-based domain by applying storm surge hydrographs produced 
from the ocean-based domain at each ocean boundary node of the smaller domains. 
 
The ocean boundary nodes for the shelf-based domain and the inlet-based domain are 
selected as output locations in the ocean-based domain, and the same model parameters 
described in Chapter 6 are employed.  Water surface elevation hydrographs are generated 
from the ocean-based domain, and then applied to the smaller domains.  Figure 8-22 
shows a select few points along the ocean boundary of the inlet-based mesh, and Figure 





Figure 8-22:  Sample boundary nodes for the inlet-based mesh where hydrographs are 



























Figure 8-23:  Storm surge hydrographs produced from the ocean-based domain that are 











It is evident from these figures that a noticeable spatial variance exists between the 
hydrographs at the three boundary locations.  The peak water surface elevation at point 
#1 (1.93 meters) is over half a meter greater than the other locations (1.09 meters at point 
#2 and 1.30 meters at point #3).  Thus, it is clearly evident that applying a single 


























Figure 8-24:  Model results at the NOS tide gauge in Pensacola Bay for the inlet-based 
domain:  zero elevation boundary conditions (blue line) and water surface 




Figure 8-24 shows the computed sea stages at the NOS tide gauge located in Pensacola 
Bay for the inlet-based domain: including water elevation hydrograph boundary 
conditions (red line) and employing a zero elevation boundary condition (blue line).  The 
results indicate the water surface elevation hydrographs significantly improved the inlet-
based domain results compared to the historical data.  The peak surge is greater when 
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incorporating the hydrographs, and the long-wave setup behavior lacking in previous 
results are improved upon.  By incorporating the storm surge hydrographs, the cross-
basin hydrodynamics that were missing in the smaller domains are artificially included in 
the model via the water surface elevation hydrographs generated by the ocean-based 



























Figure 8-25:  Model results at the NOS tide gauge in Pensacola Bay for the shelf-based 
domain: zero elevation boundary conditions (blue line) and water surface 




Figure 8-26 compares the shelf-based domain and the inlet-based domain results with the 
ocean-based domain results.  The plots clearly show that model results for the two 
smaller domains are significantly improved upon compared to the ocean-based domain 
results.  In both cases, the peak surge level and the long-wave setup are more consistent 





























Figure 8-26:  Model results at the NOS tide gauge in Pensacola Bay for all three 
domains with the shelf-based domain and the inlet-based domain forced 




In particular, the inlet-based domain results are encouraging because the domain is 
representative of one that would be used in a local bridge scour modeling study.  By 
applying individual storm surge hydrographs along the ocean boundary, the surge levels 
within the bay become more consistent with the historical record. 
 
8.2.4 Effect of inundation areas 
 
The influence of inundation areas on the storm surge predictions within the bay and along 
the open coast is examined in this section.  Based on the previous analysis, the ocean-
based domain is chosen to compare the effect of including low-lying barrier islands in the 
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mesh.  The same wind field and pressure profile is applied to the system, and results are 



























Figure 8-27:  Storm surge hydrographs for the ocean-based domain: treating barrier 
islands as inundation areas (red line) and treating barrier islands as model 




Figure 8-27 shows a comparison between treating the barrier islands as model boundaries 
(blue line) versus treating the barrier islands as inundation areas (red line).  The results 
clearly indicate that allowing the storm surge to flood over the barrier islands creates 
greater water elevations within the bay.  In this case, the highest surge value for treating 
the barrier islands as inundation areas is 2.12 meters, whereas the highest surge value for 
treating the barrier islands as model boundaries is 1.66 meters, a difference of 0.46 
meters.  The rising limbs and recession limbs are similar to one another, but both 
hydrographs clearly lack important short-wave action prior to landfall.  Furthermore, the 
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tide gauge stopped recording close to hurricane landfall, making an accurate assessment 
of peak historic water elevations impossible.  However, it is evident that including barrier 
islands as inundation areas produces a peak surge level that is more consistent with 
historical data.   
 
 
Figure 8-28:  Maximum storm surge contours within Pensacola Bay and Escambia Bay 





Comparing the maximum storm surge contours within Escambia Bay to high water marks 
(3-4.5 meters) recorded near the Interstate 10 Bridge indicates that including the barrier 
islands as inundation areas creates maximum surge levels that are more consistent with 
historical records (Figure 8-28).  The results shown in this figure (3-4 meters near the 
bridge) compare more favorably with the high water marks than the results shown in 





islands as inundation areas creates more realistic surge levels within the bay than treating 
them as model boundaries. 
 
The primary focus of this study is the surge levels along the open coast.  In lieu of this, 
the effect of treating the barrier islands as inundation areas is examined along the open 
coast observation arcs extending seaward from the mouth of the inlet (Figure 8-29). 
 
 




Model results are compared at point #4 (due south) along the 1 km radius observation arc 
(Figure 8-30; only September 14, 2004 through September 17, 2004 is shown to provide 
a clearer view of the peak surge).  The hydrographs show a minimal difference in the 
water surface elevations at this location.  The peak elevation for the domain that treats the 













that treats the barrier islands as inundation areas is 1.89 meters (a difference of only 3 
cm).  Furthermore, the rising limb and recession limb behavior of the two hydrographs is 
nearly identical.    Figures 8-31 through 8-33 show similar results at point #4 on the 5 km 
radius, 10 km radius, and 15 km radius observation arcs, respectively. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the inundation areas do not significantly alter the open coast storm surge 























Islands as Inundation Areas
 
Figure 8-30: Comparison between treating barrier islands as inundation areas versus 
























Islands as Inundation Areas
 
Figure 8-31:  Comparison between treating barrier islands as inundation areas versus 
























Islands as Inundation Areas
 
Figure 8-32: Comparison between treating barrier islands as inundation areas versus 
























Islands as Inundation Areas
 
Figure 8-33:  Comparison between treating barrier islands as inundation areas versus 




8.2.5 Effect of Pensacola Pass on open coast storm surge hydrographs 
 
The main conclusion from the numerical parameter study is that the effect of tidal inlets 
on open coast storm surge hydrographs is negligible.  The implication of this conclusion 
is that a large-scale ocean circulation model does not need to include an inlet-bay system 
in the computational domain when generating open coast boundary conditions for a local 
bridge scour model.  This section verifies this conclusion for the case of Pensacola Pass 
during Hurricane Ivan. 
 
Two computational domains are used in this analysis: 1) a finite element mesh of the 
Western North Atlantic Tidal model domain that does not include the Pensacola Pass-
Escambia Bay system; and 2) a finite element mesh of the same region that does include 
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the Pensacola Pass-Escambia Bay system.  The domain that does not include the 
Pensacola Pass-Escambia Bay system has been optimized in previous research for storm 
surge applications (Hagen et al., 2005 and Kojima, 2005), and is representative of a 
model domain that would be used to generate open coast boundary conditions for a local 
bridge scour model if the inlet-bay system is not included in the domain.  In contrast, the 
domain that does include the Pensacola Pass-Escambia Bay system is typical of a model 
domain that would be used to generate the open coast boundary conditions if the inlet-bay 
system is included in the domain.  Model output is generated along the semi-circular 
observation arcs extending seaward from the mouth of the inlet. 
 
Figure 8-34 shows sea stages at point #4 (due south) on the 5 km radius observation arc.  
Model results for the domain that does not include the Pensacola Pass (blue line) indicate 
a peak surge level of 1.79 meters; whereas model results for the domain that does include 
the Pensacola Pass (red line) indicate a peak surge of 1.71 meters (a difference of 8 cm).  
























WNAT Domain: without Pensacola Pass
WNAT Domain: with Pensacola Pass
 
Figure 8-34:  Storm surge hydrographs at point #4 along the 5 km radius observation arc 
for the model domain that does not include the Pensacola Pass (blue line) 




At this point, it is impossible to state that this difference would or would not have an 
appreciable effect on the performance of a bride scour model.  However, clearly it is 
unlikely that a difference of 8 cm (4.5% relative to the peak value) would significantly 
alter the model’s performance, especially since the rising and falling limbs of the 
hydrographs are nearly identical.  These results are consistent with the conclusions from 
the numerical parameter study, i.e. tidal inlets do not appear to have a significant 






8.2.6 Spatial variance along the open coast boundary locations 
 
This section verifies the spatial variance results shown in the numerical parameter study 
with a real-life scenario (e.g. Pensacola Pass).  The 1 km radius and 5 km radius 
observation arcs are used to verify these findings.  Figure 8-35 displays the storm surge 






























Figure 8-35:  Storm surge hydrographs along the 1 km radius observation arc extending 




The plots indicate that a minimal difference exists between the hydrographs along this 
observation arc.  The highest peak surge value is 1.87 meters at point #7 (west-southwest), 
whereas the lowest peak value is 1.83 meters at point #3 (south-southeast), a difference of 
only 4 cm.  Compared to the results obtained in the numerical parameter study, a smaller 
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spatial variance is noted along the 1 km radius for the Hurricane Ivan storm surge 
hindcast. 
 
Figure 8-36 shows the water elevation recordings along the 5 km arc radius.  In contrast 
to the 1 km radius, a noticeable spatial variance is evident in the plots.  The greatest peak 
surge value is 1.94 meters (point #7) and the lowest peak surge value is 1.65 meters 
(point #3), a difference of 0.29 meters.  The spatial variance along the 5 km radius is 
much greater than the spatial variance along the 1 km radius, which is consistent with the 






























Figure 8-36:  Storm surge hydrographs along the 5 km radius observation arc extending 





In addition, spatial variance is also recognized as the radius of the observation arc is 
increased.  Figure 8-37 shows hydrographs at the same location (point #4, due south) 
along observation arcs ranging from 1 km (blue line) to 5 km (purple line) in radius.  





























Figure 8-37:  Storm surge hydrographs at the same location (point #4, due south) on 





Comparing the hindcast study results to the numerical parameter study results indicates 
that the main conclusions drawn in the idealized study are verified in a real-life scenario.  
In both cases, the inclusion of an inlet-bay system in the model domain did not have a 
significant impact on the open coast storm surge hydrographs.  This finding was noted for 
both shelf profiles in the idealized domain study and for the case of Pensacola Pass 
during Hurricane Ivan.  Thus, tidal inlets that fall into the range of widths used in this 
study do not need to be included in a large-scale ocean circulation model. 
 
In addition, a spatial dependence is recognized for storm surge hydrographs along open 
coast boundary locations extending seaward from the mouth of the inlet.  The magnitude 
of this variance becomes greater as the radial distance of the open coast boundary 
increases.  Similar behavior is noted for both the numerical parameter study and the 
hindcast study.  The magnitude of the spatial difference appears to be greater in the 
numerical parameter study than in the hindcast study.  This is likely due to the controlled 
environment (i.e. simple linear bathymetry, location of hurricane landfall relative to the 
inlet, etc.) built into the idealized domains.  Nevertheless, spatial variance is recognized 
for all domains presented herein.  These results contradict current modeling practices that 







CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Presented in this thesis is a numerical parameter study focusing on the effect that tidal 
inlets have on open coast storm surge hydrographs.  Four different inlet-bay 
configurations are constructed based on a statistical analysis of existing Florida tidal 
inlets.  Furthermore, two different continental shelf profiles are developed that represent 
the bathymetry profiles found along the west/northeast coast of Florida and the southeast 
coast of Florida.  The inlet-bay configurations and continental shelf profiles allow for a 
number of test cases to elucidate the influence that tidal inlets have on open coast 
boundary conditions.  A secondary focus of this study is the spatial variance of the storm 
surge hydrographs along near-inlet boundary locations.  The conclusions from this study 
have implications toward future bridge scour modeling efforts. 
 
The results from the numerical parameter study are compared with results from a 
hindcast study of storm surge from Hurricane Ivan in the vicinity of Escambia Bay.  
Initially, three different domain scales are applied to assess the validity of using each 
domain to simulate hurricane events.  Furthermore, the effect of including low-lying 
barrier islands as inundation areas versus model boundaries is examined.  The end 
product is an appropriate model domain for generating open coast boundary conditions 







9.1.1 Numerical parameter study 
 
Two primary conclusions are drawn from the numerical parameter study: 1) the effect of 
tidal inlets on open coast storm surge hydrographs is minimal; and 2) a noticeable spatial 
variance of storm surge hydrographs exists along the open coast boundary locations. 
 
The effect of including inlet-bay systems on the open coast storm surge hydrographs is 
negligible for both the west/northeast Florida shelf profile and the southeast Florida shelf 
profile.  Comparing model output for all four inlet-bay configurations to the control mesh 
indicates that including an inlet-bay system in the model domain does not significantly 
alter the open coast hydrographs.  Taking this into account, a large-scale model domain 
(e.g. the WNAT model domain) would not need to include the inlet-bay system in the 
computational domain to generate open coast boundary conditions for a local inlet-based 
model (a significant time-saving benefit for coastal modelers). 
 
Another significant finding in this study is the spatial variance of the storm surge 
hydrographs along the open coast boundary locations.  Nearer to the inlet, the spatial 
variance of the hydrographs is minimal; however, the spatial variance increases further 
from the inlet (i.e. going from the 1 km radius to the 15 km radius).  Depending on the 
continental shelf profile, the difference in peak elevations along the open coast boundary 
can be as much as 0.5 meters or more.  This contradicts previous bridge scour modeling 
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studies, whereby a single design hydrograph was applied along the open coast boundary 
(as a point of reference, the open coast boundary in these studies appeared to be several 
kilometers offshore).  If the open ocean boundary is placed close to the inlet so that a 
single hydrograph can be used at each node, then momentum flux problems may arise 
from the boundary being placed near the area of interest.  By placing the boundary further 
from the inlet and applying individual hydrographs at each node, the cross-basin 
hydrodynamics of storm surge propagation can be artificially incorporated into the inlet-
based model.  Results from this study imply that current modeling practices can be 
improved upon by incorporating spatially varying hydrographs along the open coast 
boundary. 
 
9.1.2 Hurricane Ivan hindcast 
 
Three main conclusions can be drawn from the Hurricane Ivan storm surge hindcast: 1) 
the ocean-based domain better predicted surge levels compared to the shelf-based domain 
and the inlet-based domain; 2) including the barrier islands as inundation areas in the 
model significantly improved the storm surge levels within the bay, however, it did not 
have an appreciable effect on the open coast storm surge hydrographs; and 3) similar 
open coast storm surge hydrographs are generated when including the Pensacola Pass-
Escambia Bay system in the model domain compared to not including the inlet-bay 




The primary focus of the Hurricane Ivan hindcast is on the identification of an 
appropriate model domain for simulating hurricane storm surge in the vicinity of an inlet-
bay system.  Three different model domains are incorporated into this study: an ocean-
based domain, a shelf-based domain, and an inlet-based domain.  The results show that 
the ocean-based domain performed favorably compared to the shelf-based domain and 
the inlet-based domain.  This is likely due to the ocean-based domain resolving important 
cross-basin dynamics associated with storm surge propagation as the hurricane moves 
from the Atlantic Ocean into the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico.  The shelf-based 
domain and the inlet-based domain both under predicted the peak surge levels within the 
bay and lacked important long-wave setup behavior prior to hurricane landfall.  However, 
both the peak surge value and the setup behavior of the smaller domains were 
significantly improved upon when spatially varying hydrographs were incorporated along 
their ocean boundaries.  In particular, the improvement of the inlet-based domain results 
is encouraging because the domain is typical of one that would be used in a bridge scour 
modeling study. 
 
Secondly, the inclusion of barrier islands as inundation areas allowed more storm surge to 
enter the bay.  By comparison, the peak surge elevation within the bay was approximately 
half a meter greater when the inundation areas are included than when they are not 
included.  In contrast, no significant difference was recognized in the open coast storm 
surge hydrographs when the barrier islands were included as inundation areas compared 
to treating the barrier islands as model boundaries.  This analysis indicates that a coastal 
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modeler would not need to include barrier islands as inundation areas when generating 
open coast boundary conditions for a local bridge scour model. 
 
Lastly, the effect that the Pensacola Pass-Escambia Bay system has on the open coast 
storm surge hydrographs was examined.  The results are consistent with the conclusions 
from the numerical parameter study, such that including the Pensacola Pass-Escambia 
Bay system in the model domain does not have a significant impact on the open coast 
storm surge hydrographs.  Furthermore, a spatial variance is also recognized along the 
observation arcs extending seaward from the mouth of Pensacola Pass.  Similar to the 
behavior recognized in the numerical parameter study, the magnitude of the spatial 
variance increases as the open coast boundary locations are extended farther from the 
mouth of the inlet.  Thus, it is apparent that applying a single design hydrograph along 
the open coast boundary is inappropriate and may lead to erroneous results. 
 
9.2 Future Work 
 
Future work will need to focus on a couple of key areas.  First, short-wave processes need 
to be included in both the numerical parameter study and the hindcast study.  Short-wave 
processes create wave set-up and run-up prior to hurricane landfall, which can 
significantly impact the surge levels along the coast.  At present, ADCIRC-2DDI does 
not compute short-wave (wind waves) action internally, but does incorporate wave 
radiation stresses as model input.  Therefore, future work will focus on coupling 
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ADCIRC-2DDI with a short-wave model (e.g. STWAVE or SWAN) to better predict the 
surge levels along the coast. 
 
Additionally, a study focusing on the effect of incorporating spatially varying 
hydrographs in a bridge scour model needs to be performed.  Intuitively, the conclusions 
drawn from this thesis indicate that the status quo practice of using a single design 
hydrograph for bridge scour modeling is inappropriate, but this needs to be verified.  A 
test case should be designed that isolates the influence of the open coast boundary 
conditions on the scour predictions near a coastal bridge.  The results will better 











Average-WNEFL finite element mesh 
26938  13785 
   1    0.0000000000 100000.0000000000    3.7000000477 
   2    0.0000000000 97500.0000000000      5.5900001526 
   3    0.0000000000 95000.0000000000      7.3039999008 
   4    0.0000000000 92500.0000000000      9.0179996490 
M  
This portion of the input file has been deleted 
M  
13784 72799.6363636364 106859.0000000000    3.7000000477 
13785 72699.0000000000 106859.0000000000    3.7000000477 
    1    3     1   142   143 
    2    3   142     1     2 
    3    3   142     2   144 
M  
This portion of the input file has been deleted 
M  
26937    3 13781 13782 13784 
26938    3 13783 13784 13785 
1 = Number of open boundaries 
141 = Total number of open boundary nodes 









1 = Number of land boundaries 
491 = Total number of land boundary nodes 





















Tides_and_Surge       ! 32 CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC RUN DESCRIPTION 
Average-WNEFL      ! 24 CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC RUN IDENTIFICATION 
 1        ! NFOVER - NONFATAL ERROR OVERRIDE OPTION 
 1        ! NABOUT - ABREVIATED OUTPUT OPTION PARAMETER 
 0        ! NSCREEN - OUTPUT TO UNIT 6 PARAMETER 
 0        ! IHOT - HOT START OPTION PARAMETER 
 1        ! ICS - COORDINATE SYSTEM OPTION PARAMETER 
 0        ! IM - MODEL RUN TYPE: 0=2DDI, 1=3DL(VS), 2=3DL(DSS) 
 2        ! NOLIBF - NONLINEAR BOTTOM FRICTION OPTION 
 2        ! NOLIFA - OPTION TO INCLUDE FINITE AMPLITUDE TERMS 
 1        ! NOLICA - OPTION TO INCLUDE CONVECTIVE ACCELERATION TERMS 
 1        ! NOLICAT - OPTION TO CONSIDER TIME DERIVATIVE TERMS 
 0        ! NWP - VARIABLE BOTTOM FRICTION AND LATERAL VISCOSITY 
 0        ! NCOR - VARIABLE CORIOLIS IN SPACE OPTION PARAMETER 
 0        ! NTIP - TIDAL POTENTIAL OPTION PARAMETER 
 2        ! NWS - WIND STRESS AND BAROMETRIC PRESSURE OPTION 
 1        ! NRAMP - RAMP FUNCTION OPTION 
 9.81   ! G - ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY - DETERMINES UNITS 
 0.006        ! TAU0 - WEIGHTING FACTOR IN GWCE 
 0.25          ! DT - TIME STEP (IN SECONDS) 
 0.0            ! STATIM - STARTING SIMULATION TIME IN DAYS 
 0.0            ! REFTIME - REFERENCE TIME (IN DAYS) 
 1800         ! WTIMINC - Time increment in wind/pressure file (sec) 
 4.0            ! RNDAY - TOTAL LENGTH OF SIMULATION (IN DAYS) 
 2.0            ! DRAMP - DURATION OF RAMP FUNCTION (IN DAYS) 
 0.350 0.300 0.350     ! TIME WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR THE GWCE EQUATION 
 0.10 10 10 0.10         ! H0 - MINIMUM CUTOFF DEPTH 
 75000.00 50079.90   ! SLAM0,SFEA0 - CENTER OF CPP PROJECTION 
 0.0025  10.0  10.0  0.3333    ! FFACTOR, HBREAK, FTHETA, FGAMMA 
 5.0               ! ESL - LATERAL EDDY VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT 
 0.000067     ! CORI - CORIOLIS PARAMETER - IGNORED IF NCOR = 1 
 0                  ! NTIF - TOTAL NUMBER OF TIDAL POTENTIAL CONSTITUENTS 
 1                  ! NBFR - TOTAL NUMBER OF FORCING FREQUENCIES 
 M2               ! BOUNTAG - ALPHA DESCRIPTOR OF FORCING FREQUENCY 
      0.000140518902509  1.000  0.000     ! FREQ., NODAL FACTOR, EQUIL. ARG. 
 M2        ! AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF HARMONIC FORCING 
   0.500  0.000 
   0.500  0.000 
   0.500  0.000 
M  
This portion of the input file has been deleted 
M  
   0.500  0.000 
   0.500  0.000 
   0.500  0.000 
 100.0                        ! ANGINN : INNER ANGLE THRESHOLD 
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 1 0.0 4.0 72      ! NOUTE,TOUTSE,TOUTFE,NSPOOLE (UNIT 61) 
 74                     ! TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEVATION RECORDING STATIONS 
 24800.0 100000.0           ! West, 50000 m 
 75000.0 25000.0             ! South, 75000 m 
 49600.0 100000.0           ! West, 25000 m 
M  
This portion of the input file has been deleted 
M  
 72699.0 106257.0           ! Bayside, western boundary, north 4000 m 
 73806.0 106859.0           ! Bayside, west 1000 m, northern boundary 
 77301.0 106859.0           ! Bayside, eastern boundary, northern boundary 
 72699.0 106859.0           ! Bayside, western boundary, northern boundary 
 0 0.000 0.000 0         ! NOUTV,TOUTSV,TOUTFV,NSPOOLV (UNIT 62) 
 0                                ! TOTAL NUMBER OF VELOCITY RECORDING STATIONS 
 0 0.000 0.000 0         ! NOUTM,TOUTSM,TOUTFM,NSPOOLM 
 0                                ! TOTAL NUMBER OF MET RECORDING STATIONS 
 1 2.000 4.000 720     ! NOUTGE,TOUTSGE,TOUTFGE,NSPOOLGE (UNIT 63) 
 1 2.000 4.000 720     ! NOUTGV,TOUTSGV,TOUTFGV,NSPOOLGV (UNIT 64) 
 0 0.000 0.000 0         ! NOUTGW,TOUTSGW,TOUTFGW,NSPOOLGW (UNIT 74) 
 0                                ! NUMBER OF FREQENCIES IN HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
 0.0  0.0  0  0.0           ! THAS,THAF,NHAINC,FMV 
 0 0 0 0                       ! NHASE,NHASV,NHAGE,NHAGV 
 0 0                             ! NHSTAR,NHSINC 
 1 0 1.00E-005 25      ! ITITER, ISLDIA, CONVCR, ITMAX 









       1  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       2  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       3  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       4  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       5  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       6  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       7  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       8  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       9  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
      10  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
M  
This portion of the input file has been deleted 
M  
   13778  0.44432E-02  0.34522E-02  0.99716E+01 
   13779  0.45258E-02  0.34171E-02  0.99701E+01 
   13780  0.45111E-02  0.34304E-02  0.99702E+01 
   13781  0.45011E-02  0.34404E-02  0.99703E+01 
   13782  0.45091E-02  0.34578E-02  0.99697E+01 
   13783  0.45393E-02  0.34388E-02  0.99692E+01 
   13784  0.45309E-02  0.34592E-02  0.99690E+01 
   13785  0.45526E-02  0.34605E-02  0.99684E+01 
       1  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       2  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
       3  0.00000E+00  0.00000E+00  0.10035E+02 
M  
This portion of the input file has been deleted 
M  
   13776  0.22496E-02  0.13295E-02  0.10025E+02 
   13777  0.22246E-02  0.13205E-02  0.10026E+02 
   13778  0.21996E-02  0.13113E-02  0.10026E+02 
   13779  0.22511E-02  0.13062E-02  0.10025E+02 
   13780  0.22488E-02  0.13135E-02  0.10025E+02 
   13781  0.22483E-02  0.13194E-02  0.10025E+02 
   13782  0.22744E-02  0.13383E-02  0.10025E+02 
   13783  0.22876E-02  0.13308E-02  0.10025E+02 
   13784  0.22992E-02  0.13469E-02  0.10025E+02 
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The following appendix details the hydrodynamic measurements associated with 
Florida’s tidal inlets.  For each inlet, the location (longitude/latitude), width, depth, length, 
and tidal prism are listed.  The reader is referred to Carr de Betts (1999) for a more 




Figure A-D1.  Florida’s tidal inlets (Carr de Betts, 1999). 
 
The list starts with the northeastern most inlet (St. Mary’s Inlet) and continues clockwise 
around the coast until the northwestern most inlet (Pensacola Pass).  The aerial views 
shown for each inlet were obtained from Terraserver-USA, and are oriented such that the 
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“up” direction is north (the dates the aerial photos were taken are noted in the tables).  
The variables presented are defined as follows (USACE, 2002): 
 
• Width – minimum distance between two headland features; 
• Depth – average depth through the inlet; 
• Length – distance between the minimum depth oceanward of the deepest part of 
the inlet and the minimum depth bayward of the deepest part of the inlet; 
• Tidal prism – volume of water that enters the inlet during flood flow or exits the 





St. Mary’s Inlet (Nassau County) 
Location:  81.43° W , 30.716° N 
Date: January 7, 1999 
Width [m] 1300 
Depth [m] 9.5 
Length [m] 4700 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.8E+03 
 
 
Nassau Sound (Nassau County) 
Location:  81.42° W , 30.5° N 
Date: January 21, 1994 
Width [m] 1500 
Depth [m] 4.6 
Length [m] 6500 
Tidal Prism [m3] 6.8E+07 
 
 
Ft. George Inlet (Duval County) 
Location:  81.42° W , 30.42° N 
Date: December 2, 1999 
Width [m] 840 
Depth [m] 13.7 
Length [m] 3200 







St. Johns Inlet (Duval County) 
Location:  81.4° W , 30.4° N 
Date: February 26, 1999 
Width [m] 840 
Depth [m] 13.7 
Length [m] 2300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.2E+08 
 
 
St. Augustine Inlet (St. Johns 
County) 
Location:  81.28° W , 29.92° N 
Date: January 4, 1999 
Width [m] 340 
Depth [m] 13.7 
Length [m] 2800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 8.2E+07 
 
 
Matanzas Inlet (St. Johns County) 
Location:  81.22° W , 29.72° N 
Date: January 26, 1999 
Width [m] 330 
Depth [m] 2.7 
Length [m] 1200 







Ponce de Leon Inlet (Volusia 
County) 
Location:  80.92° W , 29.08° N 
Date: January 26, 1999 
Width [m] 310 
Depth [m] 4.1 
Length [m] 1600 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.6E+07 
 
 
Port Canaveral (Brevard County) 
Location:  80.58° W , 28.4° N 
Date: January 26, 1999 
Width [m] 200 
Depth [m] 10.7 
Length [m] 55000 
Tidal Prism [m3] Small 
 
 
Sebastian Inlet (Indian River 
County) 
Location:  80.43° W , 27.87° N 
Date: February 22, 1999 
Width [m] 140 
Depth [m] 2.6 
Length [m] 15000 







Ft. Pierce Inlet (St. Lucie County) 
Location:  80.28° W , 27.47° N 
Date: February 22, 1999 
Width [m] 270 
Depth [m] 4.2 
Length [m] 2800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.8E+07 
 
 
St. Lucie Inlet (Martin County) 
Location:  80.17° W , 27.17° N 
Date: February 28, 1999 
Width [m] 470 
Depth [m] 2.6 
Length [m] 3700 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.8E+07 
 
 
Jupiter Inlet (Martin County) 
Location:  80.08° W , 26.95° N 
Date: January 26, 1995 
Width [m] 100 
Depth [m] 2.8 
Length [m] 3200 







Lake Worth Inlet (Palm Beach 
County) 
Location:  80.03° W , 26.77° N 
Date: February 28, 1999 
Width [m] 290 
Depth [m] 4.0 
Length [m] 1400 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.9E+07 
 
 
South Lake Worth Inlet (Palm 
Beach County) 
Location:  80.03° W , 26.55° N 
Date: February 28, 1999 
Width [m] 300 
Depth [m] 3.1 
Length [m] 930 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.9E+06 
 
 
Boca Raton Inlet (Palm Beach 
County) 
Location:  80.06° W , 26.33° N 
Date: December 25, 1999 
Width [m] 500 
Depth [m] 3.4 
Length [m] 830 







Hillsboro Inlet (Broward County) 
Location:  80.08° W , 26.25° N 
Date: December 25, 1999 
Width [m] 29 
Depth [m] 6.1 
Length [m] 650 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.8E+06 
 
 
Port Everglades (Broward 
County) 
Location:  80.12° W , 26.09° N 
Date: December 25, 1999 
Width [m] 140 
Depth [m] 13.7 
Length [m] 1400 
Tidal Prism [m3] 9.3E+06 
 
 
Bakers Haulover (Dade County) 
Location:  80.12° W , 25.9° N 
Date: December 28, 1999 
Width [m] 140 
Depth [m] 3.6 
Length [m] 240 







Government Cut (Dade County) 
Location:  80.13° W , 25.77° N 
Date: December 28, 1999 
Width [m] 300 
Depth [m] 11.6 
Length [m] 1300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.7E+07 
 
 
Norris Cut (Dade County) 
Location:  80.15° W , 25.75° N 
Date: December 28, 1999 
Width [m] 640 
Depth [m] 2.4 
Length [m] 1200 
Tidal Prism [m3] 3.1E+07 
 
 
Bear Cut (Dade County) 
Location:  80.12° W , 25.72° N 
Date: December 28, 1999 
Width [m] 1200 
Depth [m] 5.2 
Length [m] 1600 







Sands Cut (Dade County) 
Location:  80.18° W , 25.5° N 
Date: December 25, 1999 
Width [m] 350 
Depth [m] 0.6 
Length [m] 410 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.2E+06 
 
 
Caesar Creek (Dade County) 
Location:  80.23° W , 25.38° N 
Date: December 25, 1999 
Width [m] 550 
Depth [m] 3.1 
Length [m] 560 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.5E+07 
 
 
Old Rhodes Channel (Dade 
County) 
Location:  80.25° W , 25.35° N 
Date: February 28, 1999 
Width [m] 93 
Depth [m] 0.3 
Length [m] 930 







Broad Creek (Monroe County) 
Location:  80.25° W , 25.35° N 
Date: February 28, 1999 
Width [m] 660 
Depth [m] 2.1 
Length [m] 1600 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.1E+07 
 
 
Angelfish Creek (Monroe County) 
Location:  80.27° W , 25.33° N 
Date: February 28, 1999 
Width [m] 230 
Depth [m] 3.7 
Length [m] 740 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.1E+07 
 
 
Snake Creek (Monroe County) 
Location:  80.58° W , 24.95° N 
Date: February 25, 1999 
Width [m] 560 
Depth [m] 2.1 
Length [m] 2000 







Key Vaca Cut (Monroe County) 
Location:  81.03° W , 24.72° N 
Date: February 25, 1999 
Width [m] 370 
Depth [m] 1.2 
Length [m] 2300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 5.1E+06 
 
 
Caxambas Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.72° W , 25.9° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 600 
Depth [m] 3.0 
Length [m] 2800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.7E+07 
 
 
Big Marco Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.73° W , 25.97° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 350 
Depth [m] 3.1 
Length [m] 2300 







Capri Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.75° W , 25.98° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 690 
Depth [m] 3.7 
Length [m] 2500 
Tidal Prism [m3] 4.1E+07 
 
 
Hurricane Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.75° W , 26° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 180 
Depth [m] 2.4 
Length [m] 1900 
Tidal Prism [m3] 5.2E+06 
 
 
Little Marco Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.75° W , 26° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 180 
Depth [m] 2.5 
Length [m] 2800 







Gordon Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.8° W , 26.08° N 
Date: February 14, 1999 
Width [m] 160 
Depth [m] 2.4 
Length [m] 1900 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.3E+07 
 
 
Doctors Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.8° W , 26.17° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 46 
Depth [m] 1.5 
Length [m] 370 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.2E+06 
 
 
Clam Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.82° W , 26.22° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 30 
Depth [m] 1.2 
Length [m] 280 







Wiggins Pass (Collier County) 
Location:  81.83° W , 26.3° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 61 
Depth [m] 2.4 
Length [m] 1100 
Tidal Prism [m3] 7.4E+05 
 
 
Big Hickory Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  81.87° W , 26.37° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 61 
Depth [m] 0.9 
Length [m] 1300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 4.3E+05 
 
 
New Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  81.87° W , 26.38° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 410 
Depth [m] 2.1 
Length [m] 1000 







Big Carlos Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  81.88° W , 26.4° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 460 
Depth [m] 3.4 
Length [m] 2800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.0E+07 
 
 
Matanzas Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  81.95° W , 26.45° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 61 
Depth [m] 2.7 
Length [m] 5600 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.6E+06 
 
 
San Carlos (Lee County) 
Location:  81.97° W , 26.47° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 5300 
Depth [m] 4.6 
Length [m] 2500 







Blind Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  82.17° W , 26.47° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 25 
Depth [m] 1.6 
Length [m] 2300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 9.8E+05 
 
 
Redfish Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  82.2° W , 26.55° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 180 
Depth [m] 5.6 
Length [m] 1000 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.4E+07 
 
 
Captiva Pass (Lee County) 
Location:  82.23° W , 26.6° N 
Date: January 7, 1999 
Width [m] 730 
Depth [m] 4.6 
Length [m] 1200 







Boca Grande (Charlotte County) 
Location:  82.27° W , 26.72° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 910 
Depth [m] 9.8 
Length [m] 2500 
Tidal Prism [m3] 3.6E+08 
 
 
Gasparilla Pass (Charlotte 
County) 
Location:  82.28° W , 26.82° N 
Date: January 6, 1999 
Width [m] 550 
Depth [m] 4.0 
Length [m] 2200 
Tidal Prism [m3] 3.8E+07 
 
 
Stump Pass (Sarasota County) 
Location:  82.35° W , 26.9° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 46 
Depth [m] 3.1 
Length [m] 1500 







Venice Inlet (Sarasota County) 
Location:  82.47° W , 27.12° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 79 
Depth [m] 4.6 
Length [m] 1100 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.1E+06 
 
 
Big Sarasota Pass (Sarasota 
County) 
Location:  82.57° W , 27.28° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 460 
Depth [m] 6.7 
Length [m] 3200 
Tidal Prism [m3] 5.7E+07 
 
 
New Pass (Sarasota County) 
Location:  82.58° W , 27.32° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 140 
Depth [m] 4.6 
Length [m] 2200 







Longboat Pass (Manatee County) 
Location:  82.68° W , 27.43° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 230 
Depth [m] 3.4 
Length [m] 1200 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.1E+07 
 
 
Passage Key (Manatee County) 
Location:  82.75° W , 27.55° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 460 
Depth [m] 5.2 
Length [m] 4100 
Tidal Prism [m3] 3.8E+07 
 
 
Southwest (Manatee County) 
Location:  82.77° W , 27.55° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 2800 
Depth [m] 6.4 
Length [m] 4600 







Egmont (Manatee County) 
Location:  82.77° W , 27.62° N 
Date: December 31, 1998 
Width [m] 3000 
Depth [m] 2.1 
Length [m] 3000 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.1E+08 
 
 
Bunces Pass (Manatee County) 
Location:  82.73° W , 27.65° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 390 
Depth [m] 6.1 
Length [m] 2300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.2E+07 
 
 
Pass-A-Grille (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.73° W , 27.68° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 780 
Depth [m] 7.3 
Length [m] 5200 







Blind Pass (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.75° W , 27.73° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 180 
Depth [m] 1.2 
Length [m] 4600 
Tidal Prism [m3] 2.5E+06 
 
 
Johns Pass (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.78° W , 27.78° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 180 
Depth [m] 4.9 
Length [m] 1500 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.4E+07 
 
 
Clearwater Pass (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.83° W , 27.97° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 310 
Depth [m] 1.8 
Length [m] 1200 







Willy’s Cut (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.82° W , 28.05° N 
Date: January 7, 1999 
Width [m] 410 
Depth [m] 1.9 
Length [m] 500 
Tidal Prism [m3] 3.9E+06 
 
 
Hurricane Pass (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.83° W , 28.05° N 
Date: January 7, 1999 
Width [m] 220 
Depth [m] 4.9 
Length [m] 800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.0E+07 
 
 
Anclote Pass South (Pinellas 
County) 
Location:  82.8° W , 28.17° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 270 
Depth [m] 3.4 
Length [m] 830 







Anclote Pass (Pinellas County) 
Location:  82.8° W , 28.18° N 
Date: December 30, 1998 
Width [m] 510 
Depth [m] 4.8 
Length [m] 1400 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.8E+07 
 
 
East Pass (Franklin County) 
Location:  84.68° W , 29.77° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 3000 
Depth [m] 5.2 
Length [m] 800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 3.3E+08 
 
 
Sikes Cut (Franklin County) 
Location:  84.97° W , 29.62° N 
Date: February 15, 1999 
Width [m] 110 
Depth [m] 4.7 
Length [m] 1900 







West Pass (Franklin County) 
Location:  85.1° W , 29.63° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 800 
Depth [m] 5.5 
Length [m] 4000 
Tidal Prism [m3] 7.4E+07 
 
 
St. Joseph’s Bay (Bay County) 
Location:  85.37° W , 29.87° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 120 
Depth [m] 11.0 
Length [m] 2800 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.9E+07 
 
 
Mexico Beach (Bay County) 
Location:  85.43° W , 29.95° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 18 
Depth [m] 1.2 
Length [m] 930 







St. Andrew Bay East (Bay County)
Location:  85.62° W , 30.07° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 1300 
Depth [m] 7.0 
Length [m] 3300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.7E+08 
 
 
Panama City Channel (Bay 
County) 
Location:  85.72° W , 30.1° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 91 
Depth [m] 8.2 
Length [m] 11000 
Tidal Prism [m3] 9.8E+06 
 
 
Phillips (Bay County) 
Location:  85.98° W , 30.27° N 
Date: January 10, 1999 
Width [m] 31 
Depth [m] 1.5 
Length [m] 400 







East Pass (Okaloosa County) 
Location:  86.52° W , 30.4° N 
Date: February 15, 1999 
Width [m] 340 
Depth [m] 3.0 
Length [m] 2300 
Tidal Prism [m3] 1.5E+07 
 
 
Pensacola Pass (Escambia County) 
Location:  87.32° W , 30.34° N 
Date: November 27, 1999 
Width [m] 980 
Depth [m] 15.2 
Length [m] 7400 


























Presented in this appendix are storm surge hydrographs along each of the open coast 
boundary locations (observation arcs) for both continental shelf profiles.  Each figure 
contains plots that compare storm surge hydrographs for all of the inlet-bay 
configurations at five points along each observation arc [east (1), southeast (2), south (3), 
southwest (4), and west (5)].  The figures contain hydrographs for the average inlet width 
(blue line), 100 meter inlet width (red line), 500 meter inlet width (green line), 1000 
meter inlet width (yellow line), and the control mesh (purple line).  In all cases, the plots 
are nearly identical, indicating that the inlet-bay configurations do not have a significant 
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Figure A-E1:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E2:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E3:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E4:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E5:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E6:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E7:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E8:  Storm surge hydrographs for the west/northeast Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E9:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E10:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E11:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E12:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E13:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E14:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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Figure A-E15:  Storm surge hydrographs for the southeastern Florida shelf profile along 
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